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Asa Briggs to View British Answer to Urban Crisis
ProfcMor Am Brlggi, Pre-Vlce-Chancellor, Unlvaralty of Suaiex, will apaak on "British Citien Today: Chal-
lenge and Response."
by Sne Wing '71
Professor Asa Briggs, Prc-Vice-
Chancellor at the University of
Sussex, England, will discuss
"British Cities Today: Challenge
and Response," in Alumnae Hall,
Mon., Dec. 16 at 8:00 pm.
Throughout his life, Professor
Briggs has combined an active
teaching career with a consuming
interest in the interrelationships
between history, sociology, and ec-
onomics. At Sussex, where he re-
ceived his doctorate In economics,
he has been professor of history
and Dean of the School of Social
Studies. He has taught modern
history, and social and economic
history. He has moreover been a
member of the faculty at Oxford
University, Australian National
University, the University of Leeds,
and the Institute for Advanced
Study at Princeton.
Airiiiini.il IIlNtorian
As m historian, Professor Briggs
has published extensively, with a
focus on Victorian England: Vic-
torian People, 1954, Victorian
Cities, 1963. A pioneer In urban
history, he published in 1952 his
acclaimed History of Birmingham
(1805 — 1D38), one of the first de-
tailed socio-economic studies of one
oily.
More recently, Professor Briggs
has written A Study of the Work
of Hi'cbohm Itowntree, 1871—1054.
Rowntree, early in this century,
made important comparative stud-
ies of urban areas before, and
after, the implementation of social
legislation there. He was one of
the first to seriously analyze the
problems of poverty.
Wide Perspective
In the Age of Improvement,
which Is used in Mrs. Alice Robin-
son's History 331 seminar on early
Victorian England, Professor
Briggs probes the ramifications of
Britain's rapid adjustment to a
newly industralized society. Many
of the social and economic problems
which developed during tills period
still plague Great Britain, explains
Mrs. Robinson. In his lecture, Pro-
fessor Briggs Is expected to ex-
amine the nature of the more
pressing of these problems, and
their relationship' to the future of
Great Britain.
Prior to his evening lecture, Pro-
fessor Briggs will be speaking to
a joint session of students from the
History 331 seminar, Mr. Walter
Houghton's English 314, "The Vic-
torian Mind," and Mr. Paul Worth-
man's History 336, "American Ur-
ban History." Professor Briggs'
ability to address himself equally
well to the problems of literature
and sociology, history and econom-
ics, testifies to his extraordinary




Ed. note: Tho following artlelo
was written from Inrc.rniatlon nnd
reports supplied by Mrs. Anncmarle




In n Monday evening meeting gram, she explained that In order
marked by efficiency nnd clarity, for the Board of Admission to
—
— Snmly Scrvnns "69 outlined the stu- weigh an interview, they must be
NO. 13 dent admissions interview program familar with the interviewer's tech-
to girls interested In becoming in- nique and orientations,
terviewcrs for the College. Sandy, TnIs does not meaIli however,
who along with Jenny Bell 70 and tna , students who are not totally
Alice Prince '71 holds an elected pro .WellesIey will be eliminated
advisory position on the Board of frorn lhe intorvicwlng; rather they
,
Admission, stressed the impor- cou|d b ,rls who ar sitlve lnThe Ibos are a proud mid assertive Some students or the region be- (mice of tho test ahead, and the tnclr nititudes about chances thev
i.,\..r.l,. mint r . . - - I I . -i 1 I 1 ,.,,.».. 1 . . I,. . . *l<n r>iir*«A Ipnnnl liinimpn nn.l _ e -Si? .l_.lt -I ^* "
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Biafra: Conflict of Interests, Issues
and later blatant tribal frictions, gerln, before the war.
by Ann Sherwood '69
It has been called Britain's
"Vietnam," and compared, as
well, to the Nazi plague of nearly leadership positions throughout Nl
three decades ago. Blafrans would
cite historical parallels in Tan-
zania, Zambia, the Ivory Coast,
and Gabon. But Nigerians continue
to demand the support of their
fellow African nations with tradi-
tional pleas for unity.
However, many experts on Afri-
ca, and, particularly, on Nigeria, Sets just what she wants,
claim there never has been unity Director Nancy Herron '69, Is
in that state. What the western usln* n feminist interpretation of
world hoped to see ln Nigeria. ,nc P|nv ,0 mnko 11 n lesson ln
western showcase: the most popu- now »o catch and hold a man
Kathenne learns in the play
people who propelled themselves llcvo the same Inventiveness and ucpd for corresponding dedication,
rapidly from backwardness Into the Intelligence that stirred the grumb- Addressing over 80 students
20th century. They place great lings of nationalism and tribalism crowded into 100 Billings, Sandy
store in education, and in hard now allow the Biafran secession stated that her committee would
work as well; both played signifl- to support itself. After the second begin Thursday to screen appli-
fecl must come to make Wellesley
a better place.
Applicants for the program will
be notified by Dec 18, with train-
ing sessions with Miss Barbara
cant roles In an achievement-orient- coup, nnd the exodus, the Eastern cants for interviewing positions. n„.._h ninvtnr nl Arimicci'nn to
ed society that cast the Ibos Jnto region seceded from tho state of While underlining the Importance
af ,eJ. Christmas(Continued on page 0) of long-term service to the pro-
Shakes To Tame Katherine
The Shrew gets tamed at this lie Gaull '69 as Lucentio's father,
weekend's production of Shakes- Penny Ortner '69 as the widow,
pcare's comedy, and the Shrew Nancy Eyler "69 as the tailor, Mag-
gie Woolf '70 as the haberdasher,
and Elizabeth van Aggelen '69 as
the pedant.
lous, moat powerful, and most
democratic of all African nations,"
was never achieved, they claim.
Only a Facade
just how she must act to have the
upper hand with Petruchio, and in
the end, she exhorts the audience
to follow her method," explained
Granted independence by Britain Nancy,
in 1960, Nigeria has reportedly al- The Shakespeare Society players
ways harbored corruption and trib- will present the play In the society
allsm beneath its facade of unity, house on Friday and Saturday
The long-recognized barriers be- evenings at 8. There will be a
tween the Eastern Ibos, the pre- Saturday matinee at 3. Admis-
domlnantly Christian Yorubas of si°n is free.
the Western region, and the Mos- Jeanne Garrison '70 and Beth
lem Hausas on the North remain Nordbeck '69 will have the lead
fearfully tangled. Two coups fol- roles of Katherine and Petruchio.
lowed an allegedly rigged election Marilyn Lawley '69 and Leah Otis
in 1965, the second conducted by 70 P°r ' ray Bianca, Katherine's sis-
the displaced and angry Northern- ler - and Lucentlo. her lover,
ers, and resulting in the massacres Marilvn Hagstrum '69 is Baptls-




faiher of Bianca and Kather-
others. Fearing their safety as a Ze\ Pam McLucas '69 and Diane
race, approximately two to five Mott ,7 ?/? Lucentio's disguised
million Ibos and other Easterners sc™ n,s; a"d B 'onde"°-








"homeland." an area now known K^Si „f ll? % L?r*h«e
as Biafra ' 8ervnn,s o Petruchio; Gremio
The history of Nigeria's nearly
Qnd Hortonslo, Ann Landsberg
two-year old civil war Is far more Bryan^oI'SSSa Gllbcrt°69^ M ' P"yn L 'w,ey
'n p,ty* Bl,nc * «"<i .Ellxabeth Nordbeck 'W, Petruchio,
' " Plex than coup-exodus-seccs- Sarah Parker In the Shakeipeare Soclety'a production of "Taming of the Shrew."
•Ion." One cannot Ignore the latent Vignette parts belong to Nata- photo by Marty Brand '71
Beginning This Week
In the meantime, a core of al-
ready-briefed students who have
shown interest in the program since
mid-October will begin interviews
this Thursday. Student interviews
will supplement, not replace ad-
mission officers interviews, with
the prospective applicant having
the option of a stvident interview
following her talk with the pro-
fessionals.
The student committee hopes to
experiment with combination tour-
interviews and group interviews
while working changes into the
regular interview format. With
plans for rewriting the application
form by June the group has ideas
for employment with the board
over the summer.
Need Consistent Effort
Questions at the end of the meet-
ing dealt with recruitment, an is-
sue informally related to the ad-
missions commit t^t. student re-
cruitment in home towns and high
rchools, combined with expanded
efforts to find the "uniquely qual-
ified" student in unexplored areas,
were focuses of concern. However,
Alice was quick to warn, 'The uni-
quely qualified student doesn't
have 'U.Q.' written on her fore-
head."
Seeing this program as a real
test of students by the Admission
Board, Sandy pointed out that the
longer students work consistently
and diligently on admissions, the
more trust would be elicited. In a
call for suggestions, she reiterated
the Board's willingness to listen to
new Ideas.
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Individual Responsibility . . .
This fall, Wcllcslcy students challenged the educational struc-
ture and environment of the College. News believes that they acted
in a mature and responsible fashion. They exhibited honesty and
willingness to effect change through existing channels.
It is unfortunate, therefore, that in the routine affairs of aca-
demic and social life on campus, many studcilts have shown little
regard for their responsibilities. Every year books and periodicals
disappear from the libraries and study rooms. In an academic com-
munity, this becomes a serious problem since many faculty and
students suffer from the loss. Very little time and effort is expended
in signing out a book, but at present there is no way to enforce this
policy. We strongly suggest that guards be maintained at the exits
of the libraries to alleviate further abuses of the library privileges.
In the social realm, irresponsibility seems more prevalent. Social
privileges have been extended significantly and the remaining regu-
lations are enforceable only so far as each individual assumes a
sense of responsibility to herself and others. In any institution the
first method for changing rules is through legislation, not by break-
ing them.
There has been considerable violation of the parietal hours.
Those individuals who show flagrant disregard for this privilege
jeopardize its existence and any further liberalization of social regu-
lations.
Students are asking for greater freedom in governing their own
academic and social careers. Only by demonstrating n willingness





The "horror of Biafra" has evoked a human response in our
country and in many parts of the world that is quite remarkable. At
present, the United States remains the only great power not to have
intervened virtually on either side, and therefore the only power that
retains flexibility for some initiative.
If this flexibility in fact exists, America must exercise her op-
tions. The solution of the Nigerian Civil War, it seems, rests some-
where between the clamor of causes, both political and humanitar-
ian. The zealous, idealistic humanitarian must acknowledge the poli-
tical reality. The very fact that the Soviet Union and Great Britain
and France are already engaged in military support of the two fac-
tions renews the chill of the Cold War for those who might ignore
all but the immediate humanitarian issues.
At the same time, the political pragmatists, especially State De-
partment men bound by tradition and experience, must search for
an understanding of all the elemcntr involved in the civil war, and
implement, when possible, a policy that might serve to relieve
both battles for survival, that on the hunger front, and that on the
front line. It is ridiculous to suppose that this guerilla war is signifi-
cantly different from that being conducted in Vietnam. It follows,
therefore, that sheer military superiority of the North, as provided
by Britain and the Soviet Union, will not necessarily determine the
outcome of the war, nor speed its conclusion, as US officials might
have hoped.
There remains, however, a realm in which a suitable compro-
mise might be effected, and through which both the safety of a
people and the tenacity of a nation can be guaranteed. The course
of the United States should be to seek such a settlement through
the exploitation of each of the involved and complex channels of
international diplomacy. We arc not so naive to believe that even in
seeming inaction, America is not involved. But, faced with the very
real spectres of Vietnam, we do not seek a direct military or politi-
cal involvement for this nation. Those who would confront us with
parallels of gcnocidal Nazi Germany must recognize that starvation
is not a singular ingredient of the campaign in Nigcriu. Likewise,
those who favor intervention by the United Nations must realize the
possibility of prolonging the war with lengthy and indecisive debate
among nations who, in many ways feel threatened by the type of
situation Biafra represents. Should, however, a workable confeder-
ation be constructed among the warring factions in Nigeria, it is to
the UN that we would look for a peace-keeping Task Force.
America, as a nation, must now explore more fully the pos-
sibilities lor an arbitrated and viable peace; a solution that, by defi-




Several weeks ago I happened
upon a copy of the November 21
edition of your paper. As a recent
transfer from an all-male college,
I was Immediately attracted to the
(Education Supplement and thte
stories dealing with the pro's and
con's of a co-ed campus for Welles-
ley. Might I add my own comments
to those already printed?
First, I congratulate Mr. Lester
on a well-argued case for co-edu-
cation. I found it particularly in-
teresting because those very same
arguments were propounded month
after month during my two year
stay at Franklin and Marshall Col-
lege — (a small, all-male, liberal
arts college, located 65 miles west
of Philadelphia, Pa ). From the
security of my co-ed campus here
at Brando's, I connot imagine how
1600 mates could live related by
over 60 miles from the neirest col-
lege girl;. Th» lact is that they
didn't 11 /r, they merely existed.
The four undergrnd yours are sup-
posed to lio the most oxperience-
fllled, mln I-fiwnkcnmi yours ol
one's life, and to spend oven ono
month of those four years in Hp
monastery atmosphere ol a segre-
gated college is i IruilVgroSa 'n
against all that is college.
Second, I found it amusing that
two freshmen wrote the dissenting
article nlioiit co-education, If they
had Iippii Wellnsley seniors then,
perhaps, Mr. lister and 1 would
lie wisllug our time ntlnckliig
segregated cducntlon. It might lie
interesting to ask Misses Curtis
and Mackiewicz their opinions of
co-education two years from now.
At least Miss Loomis '70 saw the
light mid made the switch to co-ed
thinking,
Third, as a recent convert, I can
personally say "you * li o til dn ' t
knock II until you've tiled It." The
most important aspect of n co-ed
campus, for me, has been the oppor-
tunity to develop friendships with
the fair sex, not just fleeting ro-
mances. In a week's time how
many of you Wellesloy girls talk
(Just talk) with guys you would
otherwise never consider dating?
The fact that a guy Is two Inches
shorter or a class year younger Is
not in itself reason to dismiss him
as a person. Yet the dating game
rules dictate it should be so. Some
of my best friends here have turned
out to bo junior and senior girls
I would never date. Miss Vnn
Sternberg Is right: It Is hard just
to be friends with a member of
the excluded sex nt a segregated
college.
Perhaps the anti-coed groups
fear that their images as female-
females might be ruined if they
faced a guy Sunday to Friday in
blue-jeans and a sweatshirt across
a breakfnst table. My only com-
ment Is that an attractive girl will
lio attractive physically and social-
ly In a $75 gown or a $1 sweat-
shin.
And finally, to counter the attack
about co-education leading to a
"stale, more ingrown community,"
I suggest a visit to my campus.
Our liberal dorm rules allow for
complete intercourse of ideas be-
tween guys and girls at any time.
Since guys and girls tend to have
differing attitudes on specific is-
sues, it is only right that they have
the opportunity to freely express
them at the time they want- not
just between 7 and 2 on Friday and
Saturday nights. The segregation
of these attitudes does not add con-
structively to the Intellectual mat-
uration of the two sexes.
As a closing note, I might add
that Franklin and Marshall will ig-
nore 179 years of tradition next
fall when it admits girls for the
first time. If a bunch of stodgy old
men in the wilderness of Pennsyl-
vania can see that co-education is
the NOW way of college, certainly
the alert, Intelligent girls at Wel-
esley should be able to see it too.
Very truly yours,
Steven L. Miller '70
Brandels University
attitudes — teas, dorm set-ups,
"notebooklsm," and the like chal-
lenged and destroyed by co-educa-
tion at Wellesley.
Frankly, I have given up the
plea for participations, discussion,
preparation and am now pleading
that a student drive for co-educa-
tion begin immediately since it
seems to be a central issue *n the
modernization and improvement of
the College. More concretely, I
suggest that Wellesley sponsor its
own co-education week next semes-
ter. A week of honest-to-goodness
"co-op ed." might be instrumental
In elevating Wellesley, within the
next couple of years, to an Institu-





Mr. Goldman and probably every
other faculty member are experi-
encing diminishing rcturna In the
classroom. I for ono, over the post
three years, have become bo pes-
simistic about women's education
that I cannot convince myself that
a large supply of bodies in a class-
room will be accompanied by de-
mand for academic Interest and ex-
cellence. What I mean to say Is
Hint no mnlter vvhnt you do to
iniilco II otherwise, the classroom
experience Is essentially a hide and
seek grime where the professor Is
"it" and the students hide behind
their notebooks and are never
found. Desperate professors and
some students have angrily tried to
clinnge the game to kick tho can
with no results. I remember for ex-
ample, one student who supplied
class members with typed questions
In ask In hopes that an artificial
Interest could be Induced.
On the other hand, compare this
with my experience of college co-
education (here and MIT). I have
had to face tho fact that men are
more aggressive when It comes to
learning — they demand to bo
taught anil aren't afraid to say so
when nothing Is coming across
from faculty or students because
nothing Is being said. An argument
is an intellectual game or a mind-
opening experience, not a personal
attack (often the feminine view-
point). Tho brain seems to sub-
stitute for the notebook. There is
lively participation and oxchuige
not for the Bake of grades or guilty
obligation, but because there has
developed in the course of the class
a real problem or question ihut
must be solved then and there.
Wellesley students confront most
of their ucn'k'mlc problems on the
final and thuj experience only two
hours of real enlightenment per
course.
I nm scry Hint one solution to
the apparent student mood nt Wel-
lesley seems to lie in deciding
whether Wellesley will be ' mule,
female, or neuter," but the problem
has been around too long to be just
a thing of the moment. I would
like to see the reintorcers of such
Freedom for Men
To the editor:
We would like to express our sup-
port for the proposal that Wellesley
have her own coed week that
would run from a Wednesday to a
Sunday sometime in the middle of
this winter. This type of experi-
ment would give us further insight
Into the value of coeducation.
75 Freeman "Co-eds"
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Now Wait a Minute
To the Editor:
Mr. Goldman's provocative warn-
ing In last week's News about in-
tellectual backsliding at Wellesley
moves me to try to sot In words
some questions about the nature of
education here that have been
troubling me in past months.
Let me begin by saying that I
agree with what Mr. Goldman says,
as far as he goes. It is certain that
in every college generation there
arc fun-loving souls who would
like to get by with minimum ef-
fort. 1 daresay Wellesley has never
been entirely free of this evil, even
in the calmer days ten years ago
when, according to Goldman, stu-
dents took course work more ser-
iously. And our generation, with its
virtual demand that students be
liberal and socially concerned,
makes it easy for certain students
to clothe intellectual turpitude in
the gulso of political and social
activism. These students are able
to congratulate themselves upon
contributing time and dedication to
a worthy cause, and are undoubt-
edly convinced that their activism
is an important part of their edu-
cation. The danger is, of course,
that their contribution is essential-
ly mindless; instead of contributing
imaginative thought to the problem
at hand they may well be simply
subscribing to the views and pol-
icies of the majority. And they
may complete college having never
engaged in rigorous intellectual
activity, either inside or outside of
class.
Fallen Standards
But tills explanation is probably
insufficient. Mr Goldman's griev-
ance is that so many seem to be
backing out of course commit-
ments to "learn by doing". Surely
there are not this many individuals
at Wellesley these days who are
simply lazy; those who have con-
sciously chosen the latter learning
process and abandoned the former
must have some reason. Mr. Gold-
man fears that "our standards have
fallen". My questions are these:
whose standards have fallen —
those of students, faculty, or per-
haps both? Why have they done
so? And what might be done?
The proliferation of interest
groups at Wellesley — especially
of those concerned with social mat-
ters — demonstrates one thing
above all else: students here want
to be creatively involved in their
own education. And the fact that
there seem to be so many different
campus organizations all working
for similar goals shows that many
students want positions in which
creativity and imagination will be
demanded of them, and would be
dissatisfied to be simply "mem-
bers" of a larger group.
Conflict of Interest
I suspect, therefore, that some
(Continued on page 11)
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Now Speak Aloud
Chaplain Debates the Relevance ofIrrelevance Here
by H. Paul Snntmire
Chaplain
According to the writer of the
Book of Acts, the ancient Athen-'
ians and the foreigners who lived
there "spent their time in nothing
except telling or hearing some-
thing new." I suppose if the writer
were describing today's academic
community he would use different
terms .but the thought would be
much the same: we spend our
time in nothing except telling or
hearing what Is relevant. Or so it
seems. Relevance is perhaps the
criterion for those who are most
concerned to reshape our colleges
and universities today.
I promised the editor of News
I hat I would say my piece about
contemporary education. But
rather than try to say everything
that I think needs to be said, I
have decided to say one thing, that
relevance isn't everything. This
simple truth has been muted, per-
haps even neglectd, in much of the
discussion about education this fall
centering around the Resolutions
and coming to one focal point In
News's excellent supplement two
weeks ago. I am not opposed to
relevance, by any means. I just
think relevance ought to be seen in
its proper perspective.
Our society ,1 think most will
agree, has strong one-dlmcnslonnl
tendencies, If it has not yet be-
come that one-dlmeusloiiiil world
described by Herbert Mnreuse.
"Mass production and mass distri-
bution," according to Marcusc,





trial complex buys us off and lulls
us to sleep by its routines, its lux-
ury, and its promises for greater
and greater comfort. "In this pro-
cess." Macuse explains, "the 'In-
ner' dimension of the mind in
which opposition to the status quo
can take root Is whittled down."
The critical and the creative power
of human reason are more and
more undercut. We come to accept
the order of things as it is. without
question.
Reason Reigns
It was not always so. In the
classical tradition there was alwoys
the dreaming vision of reason,
whether in science, philosophy, re-
ligion, or art, a vision which
transcended the immediate prpb-
lems of the societal system. As
Marcusc says. "Prior to the ad-
vent of this cultural reconciliation,
literature and art were essentially
alienation, sustaining and protect-
ing the contradiction — the un-
happy consciousness of the divided
world, the defeated possibiltes, the
hopes unfulfilled the promises be-
trayed. They were a rational cog-
nitive force, revealing a dimension
of man and nature which was re-
pressed and repelled in reality."
But now that transcendent Intellec-
tual dimension is gone, or Is on
Its way out. A harmonizing tech-
nological pluralism more and more
embraces everything within one
coordinate system. The well of the
inner life, the source of individual-
ity, creativity, spontaneity, and ra-
tionality, is being covered over.
Reason reigns supreme, to be sure.
But this is for the most part what
Paul Tilllch called "technical rea-
son," not the classical "ontologlcal
reason." We arc concerned with
what Gordon Allport referred to as
the "itsy-bitsy empiricisms." We
amass and store information on a
vast scale. But we are forgetting
how to cultivate wisdom.
Enter the multiversity. This be-
hemoth is now coming to domi-
nate our society. It dominates it
in the sense that it provides the
lubricant for the societal wheels.
Education is lubrication. "What
Oxford and Cambridge were to
England in the time of its great-
ness," Henry Aiken has pointed
out, "so Harvard, California, Co-
lumbia, and other national univer-
sities are now to the world-power-
ful United States." But, Aiken re-
marks, "the all-important differ-
ence Is thai Iho forms of education
In Wlllcll the English universities
excelled — the Individual tutorial,
classical similes, humanistically
oriented history nnd politics .and
philosophy — are precisely the
areas which seem least useful and
relevant to the ongoing concerns
of our present national society."
Our educatlonol system, as Aiken
suggests, tinea not, tend In produce-
the "ctilllvnlnl non-sppclnllsl" Iho
man wllli the crlllcnl, hllliinnlNlIc
common sense and historical per-
spective, lis hyper-spcclnllzed es-
sentially unrelated departments
generally produce only skilled tech-
nicians. These men and women
may sometimes brilliantly solve
problems posed for them by the
notionnl society, hut they do not
seem to hnve the discipline nlsn
to stand over against society with
a considered criticism nnd a cre-
ative vision "Where the the Eng-
lish received, so to say, a common
"which led them from case to case
and from precedent to precedent,
developing along the way their
sense of analogy nnd relevance,
Americans within the range of
their specialties, are trained to bo
Inw education," Aiken comments,
methodical
.exact, and systematic,
Outside their professional range,
they remain rather clumsy and im-
pressionable
.likely to be opinion-
ated in a speculative way, but
where something Is to be done, cu-
riously indecisive, ready to place
the burden of obligation on some-
one else who can supply n more
'informed' Judgment." Tills phe-
nomenon has prompted Robert
Hutchins to observe, — "the multi-
versity, whicli will do for the so-
ciety anything the society will pay
for .exists to flatter the spirit of
the age."
A Reaching Out
Who populates the many Inde-
pendent departments of Iho multi-
versity? Who goes to Harvard or
Berkeley or Columbia to attain
Draft Calls Affect Grad School
by Candy Fowler
Criticism of the draft on grounds
that it favors the rich nnd well edu-
cated may well no longer be valid.
With the rising draft call for Janu-
ary 1969, an increase expected to
continue through the early months of
next year, recent college graduates
are beginning to assume a much
greater proportion of the burden of
military service. The effects of the
1967 draft amendments ending defer-
ments for most graduate students,
little felt last year, are now becom-
ing apparent
Draft calls for fiscal 1968 included
five percent college graduates. Of
those Inducted In October 1968, how-
ever, 20 percent had graduated from
college (college graduates are 17
percent of the draft-age population).
The percentages are expected to rise
to 30 percent or more In early 1969.
Graduate Schools Affected
The likelihood Is that this change
in the make-up of draft calls will
cause more confusion In graduate
education. Fewer men graduating In
January nnd Juno will be nblo to
enter graduate institutions. For many
presently enrolled students allowed
to complete their current semester,
the grace period will end in January.
Another problem may arise for
graduate schools should young gra-
duate instructors who have taken
student deferments In the past (and
therefore are eligible until the age
of 35) be called.
Problem Becomes Nixon's
Although some of the educated
draftees will be employed in desk
jobs for which they are qualified,
many will go into combat Should
the present trend continue, President-
elect Nixon may have trouble gain-
ing the affection of the nntion's
youth In the face of nntl-draft and
and anB-war sentiment.
that finely honed professional
training? The graduates of the so-
called "university college," of
course. Today the multiversity
seems to be reaching out like an
octopus to shape American four-
year colleges to fit its own pur-
poses. The traditional liberal arts
college, many people seem to think,
has a future only insofar as it can
become a prep-school for the giant
university. So education at the col-
lege level Is in danger of becoming
mere lubrication, too. To get the
right training and to acquire the
right skills — that's the de facto
motto of the day, not something as
old-hat as "truth" or "learning,
virtue, piety." In other words, a
relevant college education seems to
mean fulfilling the requirements
for graduate school or, more direct-
ly .obtaining the expertise
. to
solve the problems defined by the
national society. You get yourself
grcascd-up to slip smoothly into
graduate school and thereafter In-
to the societal machine. Or you
prepare for a problem-solving ca-
reer In he begun Immediately after
graduation.
Wflllcflloy College
Wellesley College apparently hns
not yet become a university col-
lege. The newcomer .especially If
he has just arrived from the scene
of one of the nntionnl multiversi-
ties, is Impressed by Hie Irndltlon-
illlocU'i] llhernl nils lone of this
academic rnminillilly. People In dif-
ferent deparliui'iilN know each
other ami talk with each other.
Students and faculty seem to find
II Joy of learning In doing Ivory-
lower things such ns studying clas-
sics or medieval history or French
literature. One can even detect a
sense of excitement In the ranks of
those who nre studying In the sci-
ences, Everything doesn't seem to
lie lifelessly programmed for the
department at the great multi-
versity.
On the oilier hand, that Joy of
learning for the snke of learning,
not just for the sake of preparing I
to serve society, seems to be sup-
1
pressed at times. People seem to
feel a little guilty about It. They
seem to he asking themselves: Is
this Joy In learning I experience
merely self-indulgence, an escape
from the pressing problems of con-
temporary society? Relevance Is
'in" around here, as I suggested at
the outset. Nobody has to defend
being relevant. Irrelevance, how-
ever
.
is clearly 'out." Although
many are excellently nnd passion-
nlely Involved In irrelevant pur-
suits, the burden of proof seems to
lie on their shoulders. They feel
called upon to defend what they
ure doing. Or nt least some of them
do. Is Wellesley College uncon-
sciously drifting In the direction of
n university college?
Ivory Tower Approach
Shouldn't this academic Institu-
tion hold fast to the trndlllonnl
liberal nrls approach to education?
That Is: the Ivory tower, the re-
flective community apart, the ex-
posure to many varieties of human
experience, the critical yet pas-
sionate discussion of the great Is-
sues of today, learning for the sake
of learning. I, for one, think It
should cultivate that traditional
liberal arts kind of irrelevance.
Perhaps I can make my point most
clearly with reference to the arts.
Unce upon a time when I was a
young radical, 1 came to detest
and despise tne slogan "art for
art's suke." I cume to believe that
thut Slogan masked a bourgeois
elitism and a lirm comnutment to
ine status quo. The artists have
pointed uie world, 1 thought to my-
self in Marxist terms, now the
nine has cume lor them to change
It. At thai time 1 grew deeply lond
ui ncosso s uucuucu, iaKing mat
us my paradigm case. Here was
an arusi wuo expressed lus hatred
ui um persccuuon ol the poor and
me innocent in our world. Here
wus uu uiust who was culling us all
lu tne task oi ending war and
uuilding a just peace, i'ine.
nut then 1 made a trip to East
(Jermuny, and 1 visited a number
of galleries there. I thought to
myself, is tliat socialist realism
abominable! All the workers and
the factories are executed with
the same cloddish germonic hand
nnd the same sausage-and-beer
managerial style. Then look,at that
nco-fnclsl architecture! Rather like
huge diumond-studded garbage
cans. Compare ull this to the Bau-
liaus, and Klee, Bechmann, Noldc,
Kirchncr, Kollwitz, and Kandinsky.
It then becomes clea r that those
who most aimed for relevance, the
t'X|Miiieuls of socialist reullsm, had
Willi their souls to the system. Per-
fect releviince to society hnd be-
come, what Is always must become,
perfect submission to the status
quo. The others, in varying ways,
had retained their independence,
and so were able to criticize, to
prod, and to dream of new possi-
bilities.
I concluded, therefore, that the
slogan "art for society's sake," the
slogan of relevance, was not en-
ough. Art should lie for society's
suite, of that I remain convinced,
but not necessarily and compul-
sively in a direct and immediate
way. The artist, It seems to me.
needs the free breathing space, the
perspective, which the slogan "art
for art's sake" can provide him.
To use the traditional categories,
the good and the beautiful (and
the true, too) are inseparable. A
painting finally, I would venture
to say, Is not beautful if it does
not serve the good of mankind. But
I don't think we should require the
artist to justify his work of art,
much less tell him exactly how to
creute it. To be truly relevant, and
not just to reflect the status quo,
the artist needs the moment of ir-
relevance.
Likewise for education. Let us do
the university college thing, may-
be. But in the doing let's not lose
our grasp on the liberal arts thing.
We ought to be able to cherish
the moment of detachment as well
as the moment of involvement. We
ought to be able to delight in learn-
ing for learning's sake, as well as
In learning for the sake of society.
We ought not to feel embarrased
about losing ourselves for awhile
In the study of Plato or Buddha,
Alexander or Mao, DNA or Saturn.
Wc ought not to feel guilty about
making a major psychological In-
vestment In a particular discipline
or in a constellation of varying
subjects. Nor should we be bother-
ed by our desire to spend time on
such blissfully Irrelevant under-
takings such ns random conversa-
tion with friends nnd colleagues,
walking around the lake, keeping
n Journal, or even — mirabile dictu
— playing like children on Tree
Day. Who knows how or when our
Imagination might be enlivened,
our vision broadened, our sensitiv-
ity deepened, our creativity en-
hanced, our rationnlity developed?
Education should be more than
lubrication: it should be liberation
nnd cultivation. We need the mo-
ment of irrelevance — precisely In
order to be truly relevant, precisely
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Societies Fight to Survive in a Changing Wellesley
by Marlon Swett '69
Society membership has dropped
severely in the past year, and at least
one of them will have to close in
June if there Isn't some show of in-
terest in keeping it open.
Contrary to popular belief, societies
are not "rich girls" clubs" or "sew-
ing circles." This "elitist" myth
which has arisen about societies Is
based on two misconceptions: (1)
they are exorbitantly expensive to
join; (2) they are socially exclusive.
Dues, uniform for all societies ex-
cept Shakespeare, arc $35 a year (or
less than $4 a month). Students Aid
has available on a scholarship basis
money donated by alumnae to help
pay society dues for students on
scholarship. Dues pay for Sunday
suppers, the unlimited use of the
house and cooking facilities, and cer-
tain staple food items, such as bread,
flour, peanut butter, jelly, and the
like. Shopping is done once a week,
and members may use all the food
Id the cupboards as long as they sign
lo pay the grocery store price.
As far as the exclusive aspect is
concerned, any girl who wants to
join a society is guaranteed admis-
sion. Members are assigned to so-
cieties on the basis of the number of
girls the society has room for. Every
effort will be made to give n girl
membership in one of her top three
choices.
Because members of the junior and
senior classes have shown n declin-
ing Interest in societies, last week
the Society Presidents' Council took
to Senate a resolution requesting that
nil four classes (except first-semester
fressmen) be eligible for society
membership. This resolution was
passed, with the provision that In
case of the societies just not having
room for all the applicants, members
will be admitted In descending order
of class, probably with some kind of
waiting list which will admit those
left out as soon as space becomes
available.
In February, at the beginning of
second term, societies are again go-
ing to hold open houses to which
all members of the College commu-
nity will be invited. A girl will be
asked to look at all six societies be-
fore she hands in a selection card
indicating her desire to Join and her
order of preference. Betwen now and
February, members will be making
a concerted effort to make the col-
lege community more aware of the
existence of societies.
The next i few months, then, will
decide whether or not societies at
Wellesley will continue. We agree
with those who say that the role of
societies needs re-evaluation and
bringing up-to-date. We do feel that
societies should exist for the mem-
bers, to utilize in any way they wish
— be it an Individual activity such
as studying or baking cookies, n
place to have lunch with a friend or
spend the evening with a date, or a
pleasant alternate location for a se-
minar or club meeting. In order to
determine all the possible uses for
societies, we need creative, con-
si nictive members.
The Society Presidents' Council In-
vilcs each and every member of the
Wellesley College Student Body to
join in our search for Identity on this
changing campus. Show your Inter-
est by joining and actively partici-
pating. Help us show our alumnae
and treasurers that we can survive.
Tho following history of Wellesley
societies Is reprinted from an old
Wellesley News.
Founded to preserve and stimulate
lilerary interests at Wellesley, so-
cieties have changed and developed
over the years, but their original
tradition is still alive. In the second
year of Wellesley College, 1868,
Zeta Alpha and Phi Sigma societies
were founded, and the next year
they were joined by Shakespeare.
The girls in these societies, meet-
ing in Society Hall In the old Col-
lege Hall, discussed and read liter-
ature. Only the students with high
grade standings were allowed to
join, and the membership of each
society numbered only thirty or
forty girls.
Shakespeare Society was for many
yeai-s a branch of the London Shakes-
pen re Socicly. Every year at Com.
mencement, Shakespeare presented a
play. This practice continued until
1912.
In 1880, Miss Howard, president of
the College, discouraged the socie-
ties, on the grounds that they inter-
fered witli the students' work. How-
ever, nine years later, Miss Shafer,
then president, reestablished the old
societies, and founded some new
ones. The 'Ait Society,' later re-
named Tau Zcta Epsilon, Agora and
Alpha Kappa Chi all appeared with-
in the next few years. Like the first
societies, these were founded with
the express purpose of studying dif-
ferent fields — those of classics, art
end politics.
Until about 1900, all the societies
held meetings In College Hall. At
this time Shakespeare House appear-
ed, to be followed soon by Zcta
Alpha, Phi Sigma, and TZE houses.
Agora and AKX houses came a few
years later.
AGORA SOCIETY
Agora Society was organized In
1891, an outgrowth of the "Cottage
Street Political Club" which had
teen formed In 1890 by several fresh-
men who were "dissatisfied with the
trend of our table-talk," as one char-
ter member later wrote. A political
club and debntlng society from the
very beginning, the soclely look Its
name from the Greek markrl-plnpo
where citizens mel to debate Hip
political Issues of Ihelr day; although
no longer primarily a polltlrnl organ-
ization or forum, Agorn fulfills lis
founding purpose by sponsoring an
open lecture on a current political
topic each spring. Among Its mem-
bers Agorn has numbered Frances
Pershing, 'ffl, the wife of Gcnernl
John J. Pershing, and munis nmnng
llr treasures Ihe cAmpnlgn flag of
General Pershing nnd sevVml other
momentoes of his life nnd correspon-
dence.
A r I'll A KAPPA OH SOCIETY
When AKX was lounded. It had a
close affiliation with the classics. In
early days of the society, much time
and consideration was devoted to the
Initiation ceremony, which Included
n Lntln plodgo nnd song nnd tho
Greek Fire Ceremony which was nn
elaborate vesper service during which
the "fire spirit" entered tho house
nnd lighted a fire. Formerly, AKX
members annually presented a play
in either Greek or Latin. Although
this classical origin has disappeared
In practice today, the interior of the
house still mnlntalns a quasi-Latin
and Greek theme which Is evident In
such things as n Greek tapestry, n
Greek statue nnd several volumes of
Greek and Latin writings. During the
summer of 1967, a great amount of
damage was done to the house by
vandals. However, with recently ac-
quired Insurance money from the In-
cident, the members are planning to
hove the damage repaired and re-
novate many of the upstairs rooms.
AKX today, with Its new stove, tele-
vision, and stereo, serves as a great
place for parties as well as studying
or relaxing. Moreover, the legend
among AKX alumnae is that AKX
is the "society In which more girls
have been proposed to than any
other."
Pin SIOMA SOCIETY
Phi Sigma used to be nn attic In
the Tower Court dormitory thnt
burned down In 1916 — full of stuffed
owls dedicated to Pallas Athena and
bustled young ladles palpitating for
Yeats and Keats and Thomas Stern
(Eliot). In the house now known on
campus as the "pink one" the owls
remained to distinguish the owl room,
where poetry and Ihe original manu-
scripts and memornhila of Kalherine
Lee Bates fill the bookshelves. But
the literary Interests of the first Phi
Sigma members have expanded Into
all fields, a gcncmlily of Interests
that sparks deep conversations and
casual chatter. Still academically
oriented, with poetry readings and
discussion prompted by Poet Barry
Spacks and Dramatists Paul Bar-
stow, Phi Sigma fulfills a more
cogent role In the college community
as a setting for Mr. Worthman's
history aemlnnr, a quiet place to
study, a comfortable place for Psy-
chology Club nnd Hlllel, a pleasant
place to debate McGovcrn v. Mc-
Carthy, to assess the campus revo-
lution, to worry over graduate
schools.
The Phi Sig enviroment Is more
than a place wllh fire-places, sun
porch, television, dishwasher, mix-
master and a vacuum that works,
welcome as those attributes might
be to the would-be hostess or the
member responsible for cleaning the
dining room on Mondays. A society
Is people — classmates and cohorts
relaxing at Sunday supper, wntch-
ing the football game, or cleaning or
cooking or cramming before exams.
It's new friends from different dorms
and different majors sharing another
aspect of the experiences offered at
Wellesley — and today searching for
a way to extend that service more
relevantly and realistically to more
people.
TAU ZETA EPISILON SOCIETY
TZE began In the spring of 1889
(14 years alter the opening of the
college) when 13 people, with the sup-
port of the art faculty, joined to form
an art club with the slated purpose
"to promote an interest and intelli-
gence in any branch of art." The
group grew and emerged as an Art
Society, which it was call until 1894
when It adopted Greek letters. The
members met every third Saturday
evening.
Alas, Saturday evenings have
changed — and so has TZE. Al-
though Ihe rusllc Interior, the prided
Mnilnm Chlnng Knl-Shek room, and
displayed plclures of the Irndlllonal
"Living Pnrtmlis" „re reminiscent
"f Ihe pnut, TZE tins opened Huclf,
a.-, have the other societies, to cam-
pus and private groups. The house
is kept active daily by various edu-
cational and social organizations.
Recently, TZE has experimented
with Sunday supper mixers with the
Harvard Business School. Plans are
being made for a Sunday dessert
mixer for all the societies in Febru-
ary.
TZE, 'as are the other societies,
is open to change, and welcomes It.
But how should it adapt? What does
the student body as a whole, and
you as a member of that whole, want
from the societies? These are your
houses to operate. They cannot
change without your Initiative.
ZETA ALPHA SOCIETY
"Immediately after chapel exer-
cises, the occupants of the fourth
floor were surprised at the unusual
sight of nineteen girls trooping up
the dork stairs which lead to the
art gallery. The gas fixtures had
not then been arranged and we
all sat in a circle while the con-
stitution wos read and signed by
the light of two or three stu-
dent lamps which made but little
Impression on the general darkness
of the great mom. And Ibis Is the
way our soclely was founded."
The above Is nn excerpt from a
letter dated October 31. 1878, from
Miss Delia Lyman, first president
of the Zeta Alpha Society. Originally
conceived as a literary society (by
Miss Howard, the first president of
Wellesley), ZA's special literary line
is modem drama. In limes past, it
has presented plays and held discus-
sion groups about modern drama.
With the growth of such organiza-
tions as Bam and the Experimental
Theatre, (not to mention Shakes-
peare) however, this active role has
become superfluous, and. like the
other societies. ZA Is trying to find
a more relevant position In the col-
lege' community than its original
purpose could fulfill.
Zeta Alpha House, the white one
with pillars, has as one of its dis-
tinguishing features its President's
Desk, made to order as a copy of
the one on which the Declaration of
Independence was signed. It also has
a library of modem plays and a de-
lightful array of photographs and let-
ters of members from the turn of
the century. Otherwise, it offers
about the same facilities as the other
societies. Our alumnae live nearby
nnd are always willing to hear our
suggestions nnd requests for improve-
ment.
Peace Corps Expands Programs;
Cites Rise in Usable Applications
It tho Pence Corps Inning mom-
entum? Pay Parrot, Ronton reg-
ional director of the Peace Corps.,
reports "Far from degenerating,
the Peace Corps is expanding and
widening its scope. The total num-
ber of applicants Is down but
the number of usnbi-< applications
Is rising."
"Wo nro now In 39 countries a.id
nro returning to Now Guinea," he
adds. "Tho number of volunteers
has Increased to 13,000. The dif-
ference In tho application rate Is
due to a new recruiting system.
Two years ago, we tested any and
all applicants. Starting about 18
months ngo, we began testing only
those who will be available for
training within 12 to 15 months."
Current Trend
"Although usable applications
have shown a rising tendency, the
application rate this year, up to
Oct. 31, is below last year's rate
at this lime. However, it is still
too early to know If the total will
be less." Mr. Parrot attributes the
slack to the fact that this Is an
ojkfctlon year*. Consequently, he
states "many people have been
concerned wit ft that and with wait-
ing to see what happens before
deciding on future plans."
Lost year the Peace Corps re-
cruited in four major areas —
Boston, Atlanta, Chicago and San
Francisco. This year there are sev-
eral smaller offices Instead In each
region. In the Boston region, there
are ofllces In Hartford, New York
City, Rochester, Pittsburgh, Phil-
adelphia and Boston. The purpose
for more, smaller centers is to es-
tablish a relationship with the
communities In these areas on a
continuing nnd more personnl basis.
"Many schools have restricted
all mass-recrultlng on campus this
yenr to avoid any student protests
simllnr to the Dow Chemical in-
cident," the director notes.
Rejuvenation
"There may have been a decline
in Interest in the Peace Corps. It
began seven and a half years ago
and now most people tend to take
It for granted," he concedes. "To
avoid stalcness ind apathy, how-
ever, there Is a 'five-year rule'
which limits the staff to five-year
terms." This Is merely a mechan-
ical attempt to curb bureaucracy,
according to Mr. Parrot.
The Peace Corps 'has reduced
the training period In the U.S. and
has extended the overseas training
period, a more successful nnd pop-
ular program. It has also begun to
hire host country personnel as
staff members, to encourage a bet-
ter relationship bewtccn the Peace
Corps and the host country.
"Tim Pence Corps requested $113
million Ihls yenr but due to de-
crensed Federal spending, the bud-
get was cut to $102 million, the
second cut in its history," Mr.
Parrot reports. "This doesn't mean
any cutback In current operations
but does entail a curtailment of
future plans. The Pence Corps will
mnlntnln Ihe new programs that It
has Introduced," he Insisted.
One such program, the Intern
Program Is primarily for those in-
terested In agriculture. It combines
two years of field work and one
year of academic credit. The Col-
lege Degree Program is for science
and math majors. Candidates are
selected from students completing
their sophomore or junior year by
June, 1969. These students earn an.
A.B. or a B.S. degree and are elig-
ible for Peace Corps assignment
In one academic year flanked by
two summers of fully subsidized
and Integrated academic courses
and Peace Corps training.
Peace Corps ah, Wellesley
In 1968, about 20 Wellesley girls
applied to the Peace Corps but
ony three actually served. This
year ten students have applied.
Peace Corps recruiters will come
to Wellesley to Interview on Dec.
16, and will administer the Peace
Corps placement test on Dec. 17.
Recruiters Answer Questions,
Discover Enthusiasm, Interest
by Betty Demy '69
Seventeen Wellesley students
spent Thanksgiving vacation tele-
phoning, talking and explaining
as part of the College's new re-
cruitment efforts. They all returned
encouraged, with a sense of accom-
plishment and a more Informed
perspective on the problems of at-
tracting black students to Welles-
ley. All overwhelmingly endorsed
further recruiting nnd stressed the
need fou "follow-up" programs.
Without this, they felt, the Impact
of their work would be lessened.
In many places, the Wellesley
students found that their major
job was explaining what Wellesley
is, where it is and how it operates.
The high school students were most
interested in the qualifications re-
quired for admission, the financial
aid offered, the social life In terms
of the black student In a predomin-
antly white school and the extent
of racial prejudices.
Deep Sooth
The students who recruited of-
fered Insightful comments on their
work and experiences. Two recruit-
ers traveled to Little Rock, Ark.
and Montgomery, Ala.
Frnn Rusnn 'CO. "I was encour-
aged by my own personal experi-
ence. As far as the South goes, a
lot of work must be done since
many of the people I saw didn't
know about Wellesley. New means
of reaching the people In the Deep
South must be found since there
Is n grent deal of resistance to
coming east. The ground has been
broken, but it Is not enough to
send one or two eople. A lot of
follow-up work will have to be
done.
"AH this requires money and I
would like to see the College allo-
cate a certain sum every year for
recruitment. Wellesley should in-
stitute a work-study program If the
College wants to attract qualified
but flancially poorer students. They
will need more than full scholar-
ships to cover transportation costs,
clothing and other expenses. In the
Deep South, the students arc not
apathetic to education, but they
must go to community and land
grant colleges in the immediate
vicinity because there are smaller
fees.
"It is important that the recruit-
ers who go to the South are from
a southern state since they can re-
late more easily to the people they
meet. There Is always that sus-
picion of the person coming in with
little package deals and then never
carrying through.
"I had more success working
with black guidance counselors be-
cause they knew what to do and
how to get together large groups
of students."
Franclne Guy '71. "It's a lot dif-
ferent recruiting In the Deep South.
Just the idea of coming to an
eastern school and a predominantly
white one is frightening to many
black students. It will take a lot
more talking and introducing of
Wellesey and schools like Welles-
ley. It is still such a new thing;
many high school students had
never thought of leaving Alabama.
It is well worth going back and
following up the work with letters
(Continued on page 6)
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God and Women at Wellesley: Pockets of Dialogue
by Lindsay Miller 'GO
Some say the Spirit is moving,
yea verily at Wellesley.
Others just say something is go-
ing on in the general area of their
lives that they call religious.
Since the beginning of the school
year, there has been abundant evi-
dence of the growing political and
social concerns among students.
There has also been evidence,
among some students, of develop-
ing pockets of dialogue and action
on topics of religious concern.
Lost Sunday evening, for in-
stance, more than 150 people gath-
ered in the Cazenovc living room
for a folk mass sponsored by Can-
terbury Club, the Episcopal stu-
dents organization. In addition to
the Wellesley students, many of
whom were not members of Can-
terbury Club, there were adults
and high school students from
churches in the town of Wellesley
ns well as students from the Epis-
copal Theological Seminary in
Cambridge.
Indication of Interest
Other Indications of the current
concern with religion are nn in-
creased level of activity nmong
some of the campus religious organ-
izations and a continuing substan-
tial enrollment for courses in the
department of religion and Biblical
studies. On the other hand, the
numbers of people atlcnding daily
chapel (five to 20) and those at-
tending the Sunday chapel service
(around 60, plus the choir) suggest
that the focus of the uctivlty is out-
side the institutional framework of
a church service.
Perhaps the most significant de-
velopment this year has been the
presence of the Rev. H. Paul San-
tmire, who began work as the Col-
lege's first official chaplain this
fall. He became known to many
students through his participation
in the preparation of the resolu-
tions for change at Wellesley earlier
this fall. Although the more speci-
fically religious aspects of his work
have received less notice, Mr. Sant-
mire has also become involved with
students in private counseling and
public worship.
Not Majority
Whatever these indications, there
is still not a major religious revi-
val going on at Wellesley. The ma-
jority of students, though they may
have had some religious training
as children, are not actively or re-
gularly participating In religious
activities at this time. In a study
conducted by two students for a
social psychology class last year, a
"striking decrease in participation
In organized religious practices
(was found) between freshman and
senior years at Wellesley College,
as measureJ by service attend-
ance." Many attributed the de-
creased attendance to a "lack of
Interest," according to Ellen Segal
70, one of the investigators. More
seniors than freshmen indicated a
change in religious attitude due to:
(Da general process of becoming
more mature, (2) contact with fel-
low students, (3) course work, in-
cluding Bible 104, and (4) change
from home environment.
Another gauge besides church
attendance is the value of priority
which a student gives religion in
her life. This reporter heard one
junior soy on Sunday night, "I
wanted to go to that folk-mass
thing in the living room, but I felt
too guilty about leaving my desk
for something so frivolous as reli-
gion." Her tone was facetious but
telling In Its combination of tho
bouud-to-t he-books syndrome with
the could-cnrc-less attitude nboui
religion.
"The fact tlinl the majority of
today's students do not come to col-
lege with a completely unquestion-
ed faith Is n major difference from
college students ten years ago," ex-
plained Mr. Sanlmlrc. "Then, many
students saw rebellion ngolnst the
church ns purl of their rebellion
against their pnronlN. The i|UPHlinn
then was whether to slick with Ihe
church despite the 'hypocrisy' Ihey
saw there. Today, when more slu-
dents have had a less rigid church-
orientation, their question is whe-
ther to choose religion for them-




colled this n post-Chrlsllan era,
meaning thai religion Is no longer
universally accepted os n cultural
tenet; they soy that believers must
acknowledge themselves as a mi-
nority group. In fact, they say, such
a recognition is healthy and re-
wording for a person's faith.
"Wellesley Is becoming 'secular'
in the best sense of the word," said
Fred Denbeaiix, chairman of the
department of religion and Bibli-
cal studies. "Among the signiflcont
changes here have been the omis-
sion of the "Christian purpose'
clause from the College charter and
the dropping of Bible 101 as a re-
quirement for graduation. Students
arc now free to choose their degree
Interfalth folk service In Cazenove living room concluded with celebration of Communion.
Photo by Jenny Cook '69
Tho Rev. Paul H. Santmlre, College chaplain, chats over after-dinner
coffee. Photo by Jenny Cook '69
of religious Involvement.
"The hiring of n chaplain is njso
an impni'lnnt chaiiRO," continued
Mr. DeilhPMIX, "Before, Ihe facility
hail been cmiHlilcrcd Ihe collective
chaplain, perhnpH Iipciiiiko of Hip
prleslhood of nil believers. Now,
then' Is n parllcular ninn who can
serve as a focus for religious dia-
logue."
Chaplain's Role
Mr. Santmlre sees himself os
chaplain nt Wellesley ns "a citizen
nf Iwo kingdoms, the academic and
ihe ecfilpulnsllcal, wllh Iwo frames
•f reference, what Ihe College
wauls nip. lo do nnd what the
Chinch wants me to do."
"My working hypothesis," he
slated, "is that there is a good deal
of religious interest here; nt least,
people are open to concern with
things that have traditionally been
culled religious. The picture Is plu-
ralistic, hecnuse there are many
varieties of religious experience.
My job Is to provide n laboratory, as
it were, for authentic contempor-
ary religious involvement. I want to
see multiple opportunities for in-
volvement nnd inquiry."
"The chaplain's function is three-
fold," Mr. Santmlre continued. "I
serve ns a pastor, prophet and
priest, and all three aspects are 1m-
l>ortnnt to me."
Personal Counseling
As "pastor," the chaplain seeks
to know students on an Individual
basis. He and Mrs. Santmlre have
entertained over 100 students and
faculty members in their apartment
In the Homestead since the begin-
ning of Ihe year. They eat meals In
the dorms one to three times n
week. Mr. Sanlmlrc also visits pa-
tients In the Infirmary about three
times n week.
In addition to informal counseling
done "on the run," Mr. Santmire
has regular office hours in 206 Bil-
lings on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 2:30 to 4:00. More
and more people are using this op-
porlunlty, especially for marriage
counseling, according to Mr. Sant-
mire.
Political Involvement
Like many college chaplains, Mr.
Santmire is also involved in the
political and social concerns of his
compus.
"Without Mr. Sonlmlre's initia-
tive, the resolutions might not
llnvc been drawn up I his fall," sold
Nancy Shelhner '69, who has work-
ed closely with the project. "After
the first report of the Mny 8 Com-
mittee on Oct. 7, Mr. Sonlmire sug-
gested that students who were up-
set by the unproductive tone of the
meeting could come discuss the
problem in his office that night.
The group of about 30 who came
called themselves COWI (Commit-
tee on Wellesley Indifference). Out
of that meeting cp-ne tho rally In
the Academic Quad the next day,
I he proiMJsals passed by Senate,
and Ihe successful Thanksgiving rc-
<
-
1 1 1 1 1 m i < 1 1 1 drive,"
Mr. Sanlmlrc also organized a
Nvp-liiPinliPi' panel on Ihe question
ill HMUClliaiy, He Ih now working
wllh sludentfl concerned with Bin-
fra on a leller-writing campaign.
Chupel Services
As a specifically religious leader,
Mr. Santmire is concerned with the
institutionalized forms of worship
on campus, which Include dally and
Sunday Chapel. At the moment,
hull) have- a very small attendance;
lur sniiip students, in fact, Flower
Sunday, the first Sunduy of their
frcshmnn year, is the only religious
service they ever attend in ' the
Chapel.
"Frankly, numbers at these ser-
vices are not my primary concern,"
snld Mr. Santmire. "I would ra-
ther see them meaningful for the
"lie or two or however-many ore
gathered together. There may be
other mediums of worship which
ore more significant for larger num-
bers of people."
"Nonetheless, I think the time
will come when we will see a new
sense of vitality in the Chapel. I am
committed lo that. For Instance, I
would like to see the Sunday ser-
vice more according to the family
model than the lecture model, al-
though the sermon would continue
to be a highlight," he continued.
Changes In Chapel
Daily chapel, which is still re-
quired by the By-laws of the Col-
lege, was redirected and resche-
duled this November.
"In (he post there was a 'speak-
er' every morning, an ambiguous
and not very satisfying set-up. Now
the more devotional services are
held in the afternoon in the main
chapel transept with a new devo-
tional center and brightened Little
Chapel. Although the attendance is
still very small, there are different
people coming each day," explained
Holly Mnrkham '69, president and,
at the moment, only officer of Cha-
pel Organization.
One significant recent develop-
ment is that the official chapel on
Thursday uses the Episcopal Com-
munion service. Is this a return to
sectarianism as opposed to the ecu-
menical emphasis of recent years?
"Rather than a turning' back, I
sec n movement toward an accept-
ance of, pluralism within the ecu-
menical movement," said the Rev.
William Turner of St. Andrew's
Church in Wellesley. "This is defi-
nitely an Episcopal service which is
definitely open to all."
Group Renewal
A similar development of reli-
gious pluralism seems evident In
the renewed Interest In many of the
Individual religious groups, especial-
ly as compared to the demise of
Chapel Organization's function as
a dynamic ecumenical institution.
In fact, some of the groups are
going through a sort of "identity
crisis" trying to decide how organ-
ized to become lo meet the needs
of their members.
The Radical Christian Movement,
an organization which had its birth
at the "Religion and Radical Poli-
tics" discussion of last spring's Stu-
dent Strike, is a cas~ In point. Some
20 to 30 students attended "organi-
zational" meetings of RCM last
spring and this fall. The agreement
was that this group could provide a
community of religious dialogue;
the disagreement was whether the
dialogue should focus on worship
and liturgical reform or whether it
should lead to specific social action.
In this case, many of the people in-
terested in worship have become
affiliated with other groups, while
those interested in social action
have worked with RCM on an nd
hoc basis, according lo member
Meg Douglas '69.
Service Elsewhere
On the other hand, Wellesley
Christian Fellowship, an admitted-
ly "fundamentalist" group, has de-
cided to have regular fellowship
meetings as well as daily prayer
services and Bible discussion groups
in several dorms. "We don't have
a specific social action project be-
cause some of us are already in-
volved in Service Organization pro-
jects," explained Ruth Reisner '71.
Hillel, the Jewish students or-
ganization, has a social action ori-
entation though no specific pro-
jects. President Phyllis Magnus "69
attributes much of this interest to
the influence of Rabbi Albert Axel-
rad, chaplain at Brandeis Univer-
sity, and advisory of the Wellesley
Hillel group. "For many of our
members, the cultural, peoplehood
side of Judaism is more important
to their lives than specific religious
beliefs," explained Phyllis.
Dlaloguo
Still, a substantial amount of the
current religious dialogue is going
on outside of the organized reli-
gions groups and College religious
institutions. It often stems from
discussions in religion, philosophy
and literature courses. Talk conies
too from the Eastern, mystical as-
pects of today's pop culture.
The question is: how much of ihe
religious interest at Wellesley is
related to Wellesley and how mi ch
of it comes from this particular
time in students' lives and this p ir-
ticular time in history?
The answer, as usual, seems to
be a combination of heredity and
environment Those Wellesley stu-
dents who might be asking the
same questions anywhere are ask-
ing them; those who have found a
place in these pockets of dialogue
may be working at some answers
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Wakowski Asks Faith
Poems' Texture Rich
by Barbara Fume '69 Texture Is important In the
Diane Wakowski, although poems of Miss Wakowski. "I have a
"slightly over thirty", is to be trust- hedonist's love for opulent and
ed. She demands an atmosphere of beautiful textures," she wrote in a
faith from those who listen to her letter to Mr. Barry Phillips, chair-
poetry, while her words require man of the Poetry Reading Com-




sals of the objects" and people in-
habiting her world.
Her appearance at Wellesley Inst
Monday afternoon, Dec. 9, was
heralded by her appearance on
posters, showing Miss Wakowski
aiming it t I he observer with n pis-
tol. And, the Imago Is truthful.
For, Miss Wnkowskl's use of words
Impels the listener to sit fixed, to
catch the unusual, sometimes bo
precise as to be sharply jagged,
Images that fly out like bullets.
(Continued from page 4)
and personal visits.
Alumnao Help
Janet McDonald '69. "I saw about
60 girls from Montclalr, East
Orange and Jersey City. Mrs.
Madclaine Bass, '57, who started
the Coretta King Scholarship Fund,
organized a group of students to
come to her home. Mnny of the
students were concerned about the
atmosphere at Wellesley in regard
to black students. They were
afraid that the harassment they
had already felt at their high
schools would not cease If they
went to a predominantly white col-
lege. I assured them that at Wel-
lesley this was simply not true.
Some of the girls I talked to did
not want to go to college but I
think I really convinced them that
it's Important to go.
"I was very Informnl about the
whole thing because I wanted to
dispel any notions the girls might
have had about Wellesley as a
stiff and rather formal school."
Change In Plans
Two students were In New York
City but were uunhlc to talk with
any student*. Dlnrilro I'nrlier '71
wrote letters to guldnnce counsel-
ors while she was sick. She enclos-
ed forms and stamped envelopes
aking the people she had contacted
to fill In the names of girls who
might be interested in Wellesley.
June Corey "70, whose plans to
go to California were changed, did
contact severnl counselors. Al-
though she wns unable to see any
students, she still feels that the
recruitment effort must be con-
tinued In many ways.
New Billings Emerges
by Pat Nicely '71
The opening of a new student
lounge In Billings Hall last week
marked the beginning of a series
of similar "openings" that will, If
construction proceeds smoothly,
give Wellesley a full-fledged Stu-
dent Center by Christmas, 1969.
Pixie Loom Is '70, chairman of
the Billings Committee, reports
that Stage Two of the renovation
is now under way. It will include
the relocation of the Well and
Room F, an extension of the El
Table, and use of the central hall-
way as a publicity for campus or-
ganizations.
Study and Recreation
Located on the second floor,
above the Bus Office .the new
lounge features study carrels, com-
fortable chairs, food and drink ma-
chines and a fireplace. Pixie says,
however, that when the rest of the
building Is completed the study
carrels will be moved to the base-
ment and the lounge will be only
for recreation, complete with a
piano and stereo system. Down-
stairs, the bus office and rest rooms
have been modernized. The men's
room is even equipped with lock-
ers and showers.
What was once the music au-
ditorium—the one-story room In
the center of the building, is be-
ing converted to make room for
I he Well, which will be moved
out of Alumnae Hall. "It will still
l>c cafeteria style," said Pixie, "but
with a combination of College
Club and Well menus that will in-
clude full meals."
A three-level complex, the Well
will have balconies that can con-
vert the room Into several small
meeting areas. All furniture will
be able to fit under the now-exlst-
Ing stage so that the room may be
used for dn rices and lectures, too.
Also under construction is a hall
running through the entire build-
ing. It will have "cubbyholes,"
said Pixie, for all campus news,
nctlvltles and organizations dis-
tributing information. A branch
of the EI Table, with an enlarged
staff, will be opened here, selling
such items as stationery, detergent
and supplies.
Room F will be moved to the
basement, but will remain basically
the same In size and function. It
is hoped thnt eventunlly, money
permitting, the front rooms In Bill-
ings will be enlarged so that nil
organizations will have adequate
office space.
Open Late
"We thought about having all
of Billings run as a student profit-
sharing, like the El Table," said
Pixie, "but since It Is going to be
open so much, we decided a com-
bination professlonnl-studcnt staff,
like the Well's, would be belter."
She expects that the building
will be open until 1 a.m. week-
nights and until two on weekends.
A general secretary will coor-
dinate all Billings offices, and there
will be a duplicating and poster of-
fice for the use of all publicity
groups on campus.
Hhnrnn Shepherd '72 spoke to
students In her home In Hemp-
stead N.Y. Knr.vn Tnylor "70 Joined
her. Sharon felt, "although most
of the girls had already applied to
college or were wnltlng for ap-
plications, the first choice wns more
often Ml. Ilnlyoke. I think I started
some Interest, nml even though
they linilll't IhollRht of Wellesley
us n first choice, they may now
consider It."
I wns optimistic, but I wish we
could have talked to more people,"
noted Karyn. "The people who were
really qunlifled were not as Inter-
ested ns those who were not as
qualified."
Jllllll Dolitm '72 visited about four
high schools and snw over 150 girls
In St. Louis, Mo. "Most girls didn't
know Wellesley even existed so
they had no Impressions one way
or another. The recruitment effort
should be followed up and there
should be more publicity.
"The one problem I had wns get-
ting counselors to understand thnt
students should come to Wellesley
They seemed to feel thnt their stu-
dents were not Interested In coming
east"
Jenny Bell '70 visited two high
schols in New Haven where she
found the students "renlly well-
informed." She felt that It wns a
good Idea to send students recruit-
ing since they have closer contacts
with the college than alumnae.
Jenny also noted that the recruit-
ing must be continued and should
not be "just a last minute trip."
Atlanta
Jan Thoman '72. "I snw about 25-
30 Rhls In Atlnntn. I think the
whole thing worked out well and I
learned a lot Recruitment Is vital
and should become a regular part
of the admission program. Alums
can't reach the people I lenrned.
"I had a lot of contacts In At-
lanta and I spoke to Teen Broad-
casters Association, a group which
directs various television programs.
I hope Wellesley can use this as one
way of attracting students."
More Open Meeting
Betty Brown '70 recruited In
Petersburg and Richmond, Va. She
spoke wllll about 100 girls nt three
sehools and felt that her work had
been successful. "It made a dif-
ference that I wns n student and
thnt I wns black. A counselor sat
In on one of my meetings and after,
he told me he had noticed how the
students had opened up more to
me."
Mi in Wnrrilniv '69, who wns In
Houston, hnd a similar experience.
There wns nn immediate trust es-
A group of poems, which she
has called her "Egyptinn Poems"
because she alludes to some Egyp-
tian Image or personage in the
poems, illustrates this love of
things that exist about her. In
"House of the Heart" Miss Wakow-
ski refers to the idea of a "heart
being weighted on truth's scales."
In ancient Egypt, a good deed
would precipitate the inscribing on
the heart the particulars of the
deed. Her poem balances us on her
scale of love, and hate, and an un-
derstanding of truth in a world
where such absolutes can not really
be weighed.
Blue, Sun. and Ice
"Blue Monday" Is nn example of
the centripetal force of an image.
The blue is "love that passed me
on the street in a blue business
suit"; the blue is "blue death IthatJ
lives in my fingernails": the blue
is her "blue jugulars spouting" her
death song. The blue does not have
the calm quality of traditional skies
and seas. The blue is everyday
suits, and foreboding songs; it is
the quality of the lover who "cuts
away the night" while holding the
loved In his arms.
There Is a musical quality about
"Sun". Miss Wakowski's reading
voice has a pleasantly lyrical
sound which suited this poem well.
While her voice rises in a swelling
crescendo, soft but insistent, her
Inlillslieil lielwcen me and the stu-




















about £«*elf-and the "ki-
ln their discussion.
of * b»rd warbl ng. In her chang.ng
„_ ,., .... .
world, where a woman s presence
Recruiting must be followed up can flll up space Uke "incense,"
and is essential since It Increases wherc impresslons are the unchang-
tho pool of candidates that Wcl- ing> wnllc tnc objects from wnicn
lesloy hns. It also give high school
students the opportunity to find
out nbout colleges In general."
Inspired Interest
they are drawn are the transitory,
the "ice eagle," from a poem of
the same name, melts.
Humor
The last part of the reading was
Stephnnlo Glllls, a graduate stu- devoted to Miss Wakowskis special
dent, spoke with about 65 high humor. Introducing her George
school juniors and seniors In Washington Poems" as an attempt
Florida. "The main probelms I to establish a myth for our rela-
had to deal with," remarked Step- tivcly modern country, and also
hnnle, " were parent and student as a vehicle for writing of the men
prejudices against predominantly in her life, she read patriotic
while Institutions nnd a reluctance poems, transcribing the stars of
on the part of counselors to advise the flag to the "White House of
people to go to colleges out of the my corpuscles." Our Mt. Vemon
state or in the North. was once a "blood factory" where
"On the whole, the response was her heart resided "with stripes
enthusiastic and Interested. The pricking It."
students were surprised to find, A search for her father results
thnt unlike high school, they would in her adoption of George Wash-
not hnve to spend every hour in ington; her "blood" has "stars
clnss but would have a chance to floating In it" Miss Wakoski men-
spend time on outside activities. Honed her desire to write as an
The recruitment should definitely American for her country. With
be continued since It gives students a deft touch, juxtaposing images
an idea that other black students that are not expected or traditional,
have gone through college success- she explores the "blood factory"
fully and that they too have a of emotions, a world of throbbing
chance." words.
Guerrillas Liberate Well; SDS Explores Goals
by Susan Helnemann '70
"Law and Order, Law and Or-
der" cried the performers of the
Columbia Street Theater ns they
marched around the Well last
Sunday. Affiliated with Students
for a Democratic Society, this guer-
rilla theater group confronts Its
audience with a scries of skits
focusing on current political, so-
cial and economic Issues.
The action takes place under
the "big top," a convenient Image
for American society. In the first
ring business nnd government are
wed or "Incorporated." As a nar-
rator cites Incidents of US Im-
perialistic nggresslon, the victims
of the milltary-lndustrlnl alliance
are shot down. Next is n balanc-
ing act. Brown and Black fall off
the tightrope held by Education
(with the assistance of Business,
Government and Military). Only
White is successful.
During an "intermission" the
workers clean the floor. They de-
cide to unite, singing "Solidarity
Forever," and then are promptly
overpowered by n Union Lender,
who hns Joined forces with Busi-
ness. As nil their aggressions are
turned against the welfare recipi-
ent, Business, Military, Govern-
ment, and Education dance glee-
fully in the finale and shout out
their motto—"control."
The performance alms nt a shock
effect rather than nn nnnlysls of
the Issues. It seeks to confront;
yet In using pnt phrases and New
Left rhetoric It foils to provoke
serious thought. The langunge Is
propaganda; it is all too easy to
dismiss as mere jargon. In order
to appreciate the extent of their
attack on society, the audience
must be able to discuss the issues
afterwards.
The Dilemma of SDS
This problem of communicating
serious statements without sound-
ing cliche or without oversimpli-
fying Is symptomatic of the di-
lemma of SDS. People And it
easy to label SDS members
ns "militants," "Communists," or
"radicals," without Inquiring Into
the basic tenets of the organiza-
tion. Since the uprising at Colum-
bln last spring, the news media
hns often presented SDS as an an-
gry, nnarchlstle organization whose
only gonl Is to overthrow the "Sys-
tem." FB.I. Director J. Edgar
Hoover hns1 mnde allegations to
Congress that SDS is Infiltrated
by Communist Party members. The
real SDS seems to have been ob-
scured In becoming the scapegoat
for public unrest.
SDS was founded In 1961. Since
then it has been active in welfare
and rent strikes, voter registra-
tion efTorts, anti-war teach-ins, pro-
test marches, draft counseling,
demonstrations against Dow Chem-
ical Company, the C.I.A. and the
military, campus revolts and re-
cently election protests. Most SDS
activities are local ones, loosely
coordinated by a national govern-
ing council, elected at the annual
convention.
A brochure published by the na-
tional organization emphasizes the
variety of political positions of
members of SDS. However, the
booklet stresses that there is a
fundamental unity on certain in-
terconnected Issues, all stemming
(Continued on page 10)
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Student* excavate at King's Lynn, England, In medieval port.
Oxford Slates 'Digs' for Summe
CBS Playhouse's 'Saturday Adoption'
Asks Wrong Questions, Makes No Point
by Nancy Ross '68 couch: "You were right, Dad, you
I watched "TV's most august give to someone and you want a
dramatic program" (according to little piece of him." Mom replies,
CBS press releases) last week. The "No, Rich, you can give'and learn
CBS Playhouse Dec. 4 production not to take."
of "Saturday Adoption" by 23-year-
old Ron Cowen delivered no mighty .
,
. L ,.„
message- this viewer still wonders . A '°ve^ *Ue ' ~ but "Saturday




m°VC t0 makc il
bert Mann, and the various actors evable ,fhe Qucs "°ns the play
intended to say. !
eft me
, f
8"^ concerned not giv-
CBS says the play is based on inS apd taking but the motivations
true-to-life experiences of Cowen, a
of
",is 'eUow.





Uon." Rich, a luw-school-bound col- ";«
,c or na "™
JK
H°W d'd piping











home for dinner. "Are you going to ?ad
,
nc WantS " do
J ?
tutor again this year? You enjoyed J5£ .
Personality? Perhaps Rick
It last year," queries Mother. Rich Gatcs overconscientioua perform-
rises from the couch, loosens his




tie. and walks back through dark-
1 ^ve other quesUons which can be
ness and flute music to the inten- addressed °$y to the playwright
scly sincere Saturdays when he tut-
, 7TL..
ored a black kid named Macy. What racist college or university
Tho Plot p 01(1 tutonn8 program? Tu-
Mclodramatlcally adjusting his ^™ «~ «"PP<^ to piish Langston
tie In fudc-out walks from scene to " l y ' SUP^







Bluke 1™™ ™°* re sup-
emulation, much to the satisfac P0*? ^ enwurage car^ m pov-
tion of Macy's mlddlc-class-valued
^ty l»w, not deserting sou bro hers




the other hand, is struggling un-
'
'Tm V y I™"??*r successfully to get Macy to "sly no ?"* M£* S^"11*!7 , Howf . Th M * „ come Rich didn't know that any
Institution of higher learning would
The Association for Cultural Ex-
change, a British organization
sponsoring a summer archaeology




Volunteers cannot be informed of fair from New York to Iondon, ac- town, Rich's father, provoked by ^„7hI ,l™Lr I, h« ?™„
a viwuui auiiiiuci itiuiL-VIUK nave naa consuilallons Willi llteir ... . , ,, . minipliirv rnnlrnl of Knn'K llfo n<ik«
program for college students inter- tutors. In the past, students have
tlol scholarships are available to stu- '"^"^ was saving every penny for Mac/s






,' education, why did she live in a
techniques. Volunteers first join a folk, an Iron Age hill fort in Wales, age. he.J\nf Mnov° spacious, expensively decorated
three-week seminar for training in Roman villa near the south coast ™„r h«„ -i r-n, home?
British archaeology and excavation of England, Anglo-Saxon towns and For 'urther details, contact Pro-
imor ,nen rejects tutee ( The r don't think the play was intend-
techniques at Merton College, Ox- Norman casUes. fessor Ian A - Lowson, Association for on,y wav y°u cou'd be my equal is cd to arouse these questions. I
Exchange, 539 West 112 ,f somebody paid for It."), whls- would guess Cowen wanted to 8Cultural sayford. They wDl then spend three or c .
more weeks 'digging 'on an orchaeo- _. Street, New York 100025. Tho closing I'ers, "Goodbye Macy, Macy, Ma- something about black-white corn-
logical site. The cost of the six-week program U date for applications Is the beginning cy," and dons Jacket and tie en munlcation or cultural determinism
Many sites In Britain are im- 5725 wlllch deludes round trip air of February, 1969. route to the original living room .— but I can't guess what,
periled by expanding housing pro-
grams, city redevelopment and new
highway projects and immediate
action is required if the information
these sites provide is to be recov-
ered.
Academics First
Eric Leauville and Chuck Daniel
portrayed a real Macy and a real
Paul. Louise Latham and William
Schalert, however, delivered Rich's
Mom and Dad in earnest soap cpera
Many Label Colloquia 'Good'
The Freshman-Sophomore Col- of thinking In a field as well as a be an excellent learning expert- „
0IMf AU ,.of wWc5 up . the






^^^..^°^ C1^ ^ISS^S^J^ m'^lloquluuro conducted a.on« of teaching, but It Is valuable." £S^3uc^iLi? !U"
Ski Team Prepares
To Conquer Slopes
hours of classwork as well as field new approuch to uduculion. Offer- the lines of u somhiur, with spe- commented Mr. Gold Miss Doro-
visils, museum trips and practical ed by five of the college's 24 de- elul projects and student reports theu Wldmayer. teacher of one ofA
1
?
hoiee ot ^ ™"rses is of- partments. the colloquia are de- emphasized. There is a great deal the Biological Sciences colloqulm
ered, either a general survey for signed to concentrate on specific of flexibility in format, and most said. "It's accomplishing ltTwr-those without previous knowledge of topics in small class groups with of the groups have found it more pose »
omP" m e »ts Pur
archaeology or a more specialized close faculty contact. satisfactory to meet in one lone
Student Opinioncourse for individual study. Both
courses include a survey class ol
n j se."
g
Six colloquia are meeting this session ruther than In two 70
Many
inullmo
i a i lt!tm
, und n |lu . Inul0 orv Behc.luled mlnuto periods cuch week u , A , ' 1Bnbsh archaeology and the his ory for n,.x i ,„„.. ho«lunnl« i i „ 1 , , "
WLtK
- ^^"y Student opinion s very much In , „ A _. ,. ...
of Britain from the appearance of *\*Zr 5 hov r SS ™ f",H,,!"°" ";""»""««« favor of the colloquia. M«| stu- ^-"^ Hyde 70 reports that there
man to 100 AD Thn umilnllsi rrwinu. number loll, t y uru of- durliiK tho dlni'inudon. Tho nzo of ,,.„,„ ,„„. ,,„,„ ,,„„.„ '„ ' , ,. hus been an increased interest in
^r^-i^^KrSSK ^^Jl,!?^^^ «'-K-«PH. which ranKcfren, four taS^iSfe^llSSS ^ ^ this year. Ten girls
. j_ . lOglCUl sciences. Llllillsh. history. In il.i.i, .... ,, ,„l„.« u,in\. i.r.-,....,.^ .. """""I'"*-"., nay null ine u rrartv mnlnrlpri hop nhnnti'-in'cludeTem^lna^'pa'rS ^^X* ?! Jhu «V*U,,"' W,,lo ""K° froi"
S^nSS! rPf?-™UU08 BUC" Ur"U"8 ' !
1





ch colloquium Two colloquia oriL
ing "ranging in date and amenities counts
, f a one-unit course, and cd for this term arc not being shl
'
from the 13th to the 20th century." several departments accept them as held due to lack of enrollments,





format enhance student-student as
ginally schedul- wc„ as stUdent-toacher relation-
Dig You Must
All students are expected to take a
lull part in the 'dig' program six days
;< week for at least three weeks,
dents should be prepared





For the most part students work
hurdor for their colloquium than
huve l cady contacted er abou
Joining, and out of this number
she will form an A and a B team
of four members each.
Chris wants to have practices at
least once every two weeks. There
will be some conditioning at first.
quia aim to give the student a t|ons may have been due^to'Sc" '"'l^
1




The MIT Symphony Orchestra
will give Its first concert of the
soason on Fri. Doc. IS, 1668, at
8:30 p.m. In Krcsge Hall (MIT).
Conducted by David Epstein, tho
orchestra wlU perform Haydn's
"MlUtary 8ymphony" (No. 100);
Berlioz' "Nulls d'EJe" with Carole
Bogard, soprano; Glnastcra's
"Oboratura Para cl 'Fausto* Crlol-
lo"; and Sven-Erlk Back's "In-
Irada per Orchestra."
Two of tho works will be pre-
mloro performances. Back's piece
luis never before been performed
In the United States, and Glnast-
cra's work will bo a Boston pre-
miere.
Eleven Wellealey students are
now member* of tho Symphony.
They rehearse, perform, and tour
with tho orchestra, and plan to
travel to New York this Spring,
when tho Symphony will give a
concert at Camcgio Hall.
For freo tickets to the Decem-
ber 13lh concert, contact Shelly




Tho Student Education Com-
mittee Is making revised course
evaluation qucsllonarlot* and pro-
cedures a focus of concern, ac-
cording to Kathy Raphael '70, who
m coordinating the activity. For
first semester coorsos, a revised
qucitlonolre Is being formulated
which will be distributed In dorms
at tho beginning of reading period
and collected by SEC dorm reps
for distribution to faculty before
tho start of second semester
classes.
Students are encouraged to use
tho form as a "guldo" toward
meaningfully evaluating their
courses, rather than -as a set of
questions and answers to be
strictly followed. Whether the SEO
evaluation form, discussion, or
simply a note provides the chan-
nel, tho prime concern Is to com-
municate with faculty regarding
their courses. SEC urges partici-
pation In this Important part of
the educational process by—In ono
way or another—concrete course
evaluation.
student usually elects a colloquium
"The ^ biBSest Problems are
because she has a strong interest transportation and money," says







i s 0 f sneciul lnternst to her willing to drive members of theFaculty opinion on the colloquia ,b 1 p , " ,,trc -
,cam ^ pracUces and meets."
is generally favorable. Professors ioo IajvcI Courses Five meets are now planned,
find them un Interesting und en- T,,cre win be a cunic Feb . 8
joyable teaching experience. Mrs. The students In this term s col- and 9 The first meet will be Feb
Mary Allen, teacher of one of the l«iu»a generally prefer them to 15 and 16 but tne location
biological sciences colloquia, com- other 100 level courses. They find ls not yet ^ other meets
mented, "It's fun." Most agree that the informal atmosphere conducive ^ ^ Maren x at interval March
the small class size promotes a to learning, and the concentrated 2 at Wildcat, and March 8 at Can-
more |>ersonal relationship be- topics permit study in depth In non
tween teacher and students and contrast to the survey nature of
provides an utmosphere more con- most lntorductory courses. "100
duclvc to discussion than a more level courses can be superficial . .
.
conventional classroom situation. colloquia make you think," com-
mented Betty Segal 71. Lynn
Lack of Information p0ian '72 agreed: "The subject Is
Several teachers cite the de- so broad , the class is so large,
crease in the learning of factual here's so much to cover that
information as a disadvantage of there's no time for discussion in 100
the colloquia. Since the colloquia
ieve j courses."
are built around student discussion,
the emphasis Is to some extent on No definite plans have yet been
opinion rather than fact. Arthur made in regard to next year's cur-
Gold, teacher of the English de- riculum. but It seems likely that
partment colloquium, commented, the colloquia will be continued. Stu-
"If the seminar Is to be free, it is dents who have taken them are
difficult to introduce information." quite enthusiastic about them, and
Faculty members generally agree most faculty members agree that
that the colloquium is not a viable they have proven to be a valuable
form for all courses, but it can educational tool.
MINDBENDER
"Tho surest way for an am
bilious man never to become a
university president ls to let It
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'Marat' Succeeds Insanely
Above, Charlotte Corday, played by Newly West '72, attemph) once more
to assassinate Marat. Below, the Herald, played by Allan Present,
ignitee the debate between Marat and Sade.
by Penny Ortner '69
Peter Weiss" Marat/Sade is an
extraordinary play. Combining dra-
matic elements with music, dance,
and ritual, It demands active reac-
tion from its audience. It has been
called more epic than Brecht's epic
drama by some and has been lab-
elled "total theatre" by others.
Whether or not one con define that,
Barn's production of The Persecu-
tion and AMOslnatlon of Jcnn-Pnul
Marat as Performed by the Inmates
of the Asylam of Chartcnfon Under
the Direction of tho MarquLs do Sade
was a "total success."
Despite a few minor directorial
failings, which seem almost negli-
gible in a production of such magni-
tude, it was one of the finest produc-
tions Wellesley has seen in at least
four years.
Devastating
Why? Because the ploy was pow-
erful; the acting superb; the chorus
vital; the set original and striking;
the theatricality effective; and the
direction compelling. If the produc-
tion occasionally failed lo roliero, It
JiihI may Imvo been because there
was no 1m toll lo nllrnct Hint no
single nsprcl could hold our nl-
lonllon. It Is n piny that must
be seen again, yet, strangely, once
Is enough, for the emotional impact
is devastating.
The play derives much of Its im-
pact from the many levels on which
it interacts—actors playing madmen
playing historical figures. This jux-
taposition of reality and Illusion con-
stitutes but one of the play's ambigu-
ties, and one which the actors han-
dled skillfully. Richard Sllbcrg as
Marat is a creatively united actor,
poranoinc, and revolutionary, al-
lowing the auidence to see each
part of himself, but never really al-
lowing up to separate the parts. He
Is a commanding performer, and it
was essentially he who sustained
the intellectual debate between
Mnrat and Sade amid the tremen-
dous activity on stage.
Patient-Player
Stan Bowker, as the Marquis de
Sade, was an adequate antagonist to
Marat. He aptly introduced a curi-
ous note of understatement to a play
that tends toward shrillness. Newly
West '72 played a lovely Charlotte
Corday, skillfully breaching the gap
between the patient with sleeping
sickness nnd melnncholin and the
girl from Cannes whose duty it is to
slay Mnrnr, Page Tnlbolt '72 gave
n rcmiuimhly consistent performance
ns Slnionno Evrnrd. Mnfnt's mist-
ress.
Although Allan Present, the Her-
ald, and Edward D'Amlata, as Du-
perret, both seem to be strong ac-
tors, neither seemed to develop his
part fully. Dupcrret was too long in
the corner stage left, and the Herald
did not clearly define himself as pa-
tient as well as player.
Four versatile singers, Ellen
Schwartz, Michelle Tingling, both
'71, David Coakley, and Michael
Zeilik. supported by lively music,
maintained the pace of the produc-
tion ond gave unity to the large
chorus of inmates. Thcl chorus
also Importantly succeeded In med-
iating between actor ond audience.
The ambiguity of roles ond the
mediation between actor and aud-
ience could have been further ex-
ploited by more effedive use of
Coulmler's audience- of nobles and
by the elimination of the distrac-
ting curtain call preceedlng the
final surge into the audience.
Although it was perhaps too
clean and regular, the set by Eric
Levenson was unique and consid-
erably workable. The variety of
areas for action was ingenious.
The bathhouse atmosphere would
have been better preserved had the
Inmates worn hospital gowns in-
stead of bizarre costumes, a detail
which would have significantly de-
creased the production's tendency
toward the burlesque.
Concerned Townspeople Mobilize to Face Problems of Society
Ity Peggy Alncldnwtct '72
"Not nvnryonn In WHIeMlcy 1m n
lilftOl, ii llnbbltl, Mini n Ulrcliei*,"
snyR Mrs. Ttlcliiinl Uhllg, chairman
and founder of the Wellesley Lec-
ture Series Committee. In an at-
tempt to ease local tensions, the
Committee will introduce weekly
lecture-discussions on the topic of
social change, (see schedule p. 0)
Mrs. Uhllg, a Wellesley house-
wife and mother of three, Initiated
the project In Investigate "very
rapid nnd unsettling soclnl change"
after noting the "polorlzntlon" of
her own community. Townspeople
had been disturbed in previous
months by drug ond drinking scan-
dals Involving high school students,
the hippie movement, draft and
wnr resistance, nnd conflicts be-
tween youths nnd authority. Tim
"grand cllmnx" of this explosive
situation occurred during the pres-
entation of Le PvOl Jones's The
Slave at the high school last May.
Obscenity and interracial scenes
contained in this play offended the
"feelings of respectability" of many
spectators. Later, a community
meeting called to discuss the inci-
dent became an "emntlonnl, blood-
li-llliiK roufroiiliiltou," Mrs. Uhllg
ivcnlls, "Thorp was no leadership t"
keep the town from clawing Itself
to dentil."
Individual Wields Power
"I wanted to redefine our prob-
lems nnd to raise the level of dis-
cussion to rational, intelligent, In-
telligible terms," she explnins. De-
spite feelings of "helplessness and
discouragement," she decided to
examine the national Issues impli-
cated in Wcllesley's problems. Se-
curing the support of the Wellesley
High School and the Adult Educa-
tion Program, she formed a com-
mittee of concerned local residents
eager to understand the problems
nt their own town nnd nation; Mr.
Paul Snntmlre, College chnplain, Is
one of ten members on the lecture
series board. Mrs. Uhllg also draft-
ed a tentative lecture schedule de-
signed to show the directions, ef-
fects, and implications of social
change. "The most amazing result
was the response and co-operation
I encountered," she remarked.
Seeking ndvlce, requesting sup-
port, providing Information and
suggestions — these activities rep-
resented "n complete commitment
of time, energy nnd devotion."
Through her experiences, Mrs.
Uhlig has proven the power and
the worth of an individual citizen.
"An ordinary person can have some
impact and can cut through the
system," she concludes. As an
avowed liberal, she has faith in
reason and in the intelligent study
nnd solution of problems. "We're
not helpless," she declares. "That
makes me feel human."
Lectures To Examine Change
Initiated, sponsored, and super-
vised by the Wellesley Lecture
Series Committee, the final pro-
gram was prepared by the Center
for the Study of Development and
Social Change, located In Cam-
bridge. Because of an agreement
with the Adult Education Program,
the lecture series must be self-
supporting. Tuition will be $20.
The underlying purposes of the
program are "to create a dialogue,
to bring together people who care,
and to mobilize leadership," says
Mrs. Uhllg.
W.I.T.C.H.es, Radical Feminists, Invade Alum Bridge
by Peggy Powell "60
Ed. Note: This nrtlrlo, written by
n Wellesley nlumnn who In a
member of Women's Liberation,
has also born niibmlttcd to tho
Wellesley Alumnae Mngnr.lnc.
_W.LT.CJ1. (Women's Interna-
tional Terrorist Conspiracy from
Hell) a guerrilla theatre coven of
Women's Liberation, moved on Sat-
urday afternoon to contact sisters
whose witch powers were eliminat-
ed when they were shackled In
velvet chains nnd plnccd In protec-
tive compounds.
Disguised In tweed girdle uni-
forms, the W.I.T.C.H. shock troupe
infiltrated the Grace Episcopal
Stock-air of the Brooklyn Heights
compound to attend the annual
lunch and bridge party of the Wel-
lesley Alumnae Club.
Reach Sisters
The W.I.T.CH.es. several of
them parolees from Wellesley, were
trying to reach their sisters with
the message thnt the meanlngless-
ncss of our lives has something to
do with our being women.
W.I.T.C.H.es have discovered that
we arc not a collection of individual
neurotics, but a social class. The
social system which perpetuates
l>criodic unemployment (which hits
Blncks and women hnrdest), tax
subsidized industries, guaranteed
"animal profit" tccring off social
needs, and the phallic culture
which makes war a rational means
of pursuing mercantile empire from
private gain, Is the same system
which Imposes on women the empty
life of a consumer clnss,- nnd nlso
the psychically crippling lite of a
clnss limited to, and overburdened
with, the function of being lioth
nag-ger and senpe-goat to the mas-
ter class.
Infiltrate Meeting
At first some W.I.T.C.H.es did
not particularly savor the idea of
being guests of the Wellesley bridge
parly. Many hnd to overenmo class
prejudices against "there's n cer-
tain kind of womnn
. . . who ought
to be left to rot in her Peck and
Peck suit." But solidarity with the
women class triumphed over anta-
gonisms acquired as female ap-
pendages to the male class struc-
ture. We decided to put together a
guerrilla skit which wc wanted to
be provocative, but very con-
sciously did not wnnt to bo n
hostile attack. The lino must be
very, very thin. We missed.
I will describe what happened for
the benefit of women Interested in
women's liberation who might draw
conclusions for a better approach,
or for none, to women in this situa-
tion.
Frmli-Out
We had ordered tickets for two
bridge tobies, at which we estab-
lished ourselves. Suddenly, mid-
bridge Barbara Rubin Smith 'C7,
freaked out: "Oh my God, all those
years pounding my brains out and
here I am playing bridge." At
which |Milnt Judith (last name not
given) '07 led Ihe other table in nn
Incantation which began with the
subway Diet Jollo Ad; "What's the
difference lietwccn a career girl
and on old maid" and ended with
Bev Grant, Portland High School
'64, singing out the Virginia Slim
slogan: "You've come a long way,
baby."
We hoped at best to break the
sjiell of the Isolated bridge-table
environment, nnd thus have at
least a chance to establish contact
and communication. At worst, we
expeded to be met by stony polite-
ness or to be decimated by im-
maculate and sophisticated argu-
ments from intelligent women who
had rigorously rationalized ad-
justment to their situation.
Countor-Attack
No so. Before we finished our
song (nt precisely the line, What's
the difference between Wellesley
and Wall Street?), we were sur-
rounded by seven of the younger
matrons, who In icy voices and
with stiffened bodies (which did
nol prevent their grabbing nt us
and trying to shove us bodily nut
of the room) Informed us, "This Is
n private parly" "This church Is
private property." "This Is n pri-
vate club." "Leave these premises
at once."
Protestations that we wore in-
vited, thnt wc too were Wellesley
Alums and these witches were our
guests, were to no avail. We were
obviously not, ns one lady lnlsted,
"of Wellesley calibre."
Failure
Wo tried to explain that we
knew what we had said was dis-
ruptive, and we did not want to
further impose ourselves on their
bridge gnmcs; but we wanted to
drnmntl/.e something we thought
nlso concerned them, and we hoped
anyone who was curious would
come talk to us.
By this time many of the women
who had first responded with de-
light to an improvised entertain-
ment and a few faces which regis-
tered first puzzlement and then
"ah a, me too* (most of them older)
had come under the sway of the
more dominant mood communicat-
ed by the younger women who ad-
vanced upon us—one of them pro-
claiming herself "the president of
this organization which has a tune
and place for serious concerns if
you have something serious to say,
and a time and place for frivolous
escapes, which no one had certainly
Invited you to violate."
Cnll tho Cops
Another lady in a Balencinga (or
some fancy designed) suit with a
single rose pinned in feminine ele-
gance, thereupon, announced, "If
you don't clear out of here, we'll
call the cops!" Since several of us
had been busted in previous ac-
tions, this was a potent, if inele-
gant, threat; and we started to
leave. But the vision of the cops
quelling a Wellesley Alumnae
bridge party insurrection revived
our sense of humor. Despite one
rather persistent outraged defender
of law and order, who tried to fold
up our table after we sat back
down, we resumed our bridge game
—which consisted of interpreting
the past and future of Women's
Liberation from Tnrot cards. The
first card (not joke) was a woman,
bound and blinded, surrounded by
a barricade of phallic swords.
One charitable liberal approach-
ed us. A young woman who had
just graduated, who undertsood
how what we were saying might
be applicable to women who had
been denied opportunities for self-
development, welfare women, and
even Southern debutantes married
to doctors or living on the upper
east side ghetto, but she herself
had never personally experienced
the conflict between pursuing the
sepnratc goals of a happy marriage
and self-reallzallon—except per-
haps when she decided not to go
into the Peace Corps because by
the time she came back at 24 or
25, she might have fewer chances
to marry.
lliursduy, Ucccmbct U, IVOo
t'ugc Nluc
Departments Discuss Biafra Conflict
Change With Students
Concern over curriculum is now
evident at Wellcsley. In order to
focus attention on this problem,
departments have initiated Infor-
mal students meetings (philosophy,
physical education), coffee hours
(economics, biology), and joint
student-faculty curriculum revis-
ion committees (English, religion
and Biblical studies, psychology).
History and political science have
steeling committees composed of
lioth students and faculty, while
the French department, preparing
a formal committee, is now send-
ing out questionnaires to its ma-
jors.
While some of the committees
are just beginning, others have al-
ready made some tangible prog-
ress. The psychology department's
revision committee, begun last
year, has reported Ideas on new
child facilities, made suggestions
that more seminurs be held on spe-
cific topics, and discussed the need
for more faculty. Although the
committee serves in an informal
advisory capacity only, it has
brought about "action, and a bet-
ter focus."
Freshman and sophomore col-
loquia mark one recent Innovation
in history. Although the depart-
ment does not have a student cur-
riculum revision committee as
such, informal gatherings of hls-
lory majors and the History As-
sociation Joint Student-Faculty
Steering Committee serve as chan-
nels for j\cw ideas.
"We ought to look at our pro-
gram and see whut students
want," explains Miss Barbara Coch-
ran, assistant professor of physical
education, us the impetus for the
department's first open meeting
held recently. Along with concern
for course offerings, an important
question is lhat of making the
schedule more flexible by use of a
double period: "A greater possi-
bility for classes to meet once a
week . . . (through) expansion of
the independent program, in which
highly skilled" students work out
their own schedule in golf, dance,
or field hockey." There is even dis-
cussion of assigning each student
to a staff member to find an Indi-
vidualized program.
In economics, says Penny Rice
'69. an Initiator of the coffee
hours, students need Informal gath-




A coffee hour "throws open the
office; whether it will be a means
for changing -curriculum remains
to be seen." But whether commit-
tees are formal or informal, there
exists un underlying movement on
the part of hnlh faculty and stu-
dents to get together, discuss, and
keep searching.
Girls to Snow Hanover
Dartmouth College is going coed
for the week of Jan. 22-29.
The Coed Week is conveniently
scheduled during Wellesley's semes-
ter break, according lo Sarah B.
Larrabee '69, Welleslcy coordinator
of the event. Wellesley students will
be able to return in rime to register
for second semester on Mon., Jan.
27.
Repeat Performance
This will be the second experiment
in coeducallon at Dartmouth. Orgunl-
izer Chit Elitzer explained. "We
didn't borrow our idea from Yale
As a matter of fact, Yale copied the
format of our very successful experi-
ment with Mount Holyoke last year."
This year Dartmouth expects to
host 600 girls from Wellesley and
ether New England colleges.
All classes will be open to coeds.
In addition, coeds will be able to ski
at special rates of one dollar for
an all-day lift ticket nt the Dartmouth
Skiway. Free ski instruction will be
available from the Dartmouth Ski
School, and transportation to the
Skiway and Oak Hill will be provid-
ed. Coeds are advised to bring their
own skis If possible.
Punt and Jazz
Other proposed events include a
coed Punt (talent show) coed news-
paper staffing and radio broadcast,
a Bnrbaray Coast jazz concert, a
varsity basketball game with Wil-
liams College, a Coeducation Forum,
and dorm and fraternity parties.
According to a Coed Week Infor-
mation sheet, there will be "every-
thing that usually happens at Dart-
mouth, only more so, because we'll
he coed. This may sound like an
orgy, but the stress is on academics.
Women are encouraged not only to
attend classes, but to participate In
class discussions."
Cost.
The only required fee for the Coed
Week is one dollar registration fee.
Lodging for Wednesday through
Sunday nights will cost 15 dollars.
Most coeds will live in dormitories,
unless they specify a preference for
off-campus housing. There nro 200
residence places nviillublu for Wel-
leslcy students. For 17 dollars
coeds can buy u Tliuycr Hull meul
ticket. Inexpensive meuls arc also
uvallable at local restaurants or on
Individual meal basis in Thayer.
Wellesley students Interested In at-
tending the Dartmouth Coed Week
should make their checks payable to
Sarah Larrabee in Tower Court Fust.
The money nhould bo pnld to Ihu
SEC rep In the dorms before Clirlsl-
mus vacutlon, or mulled to Suruh
l-nrnibee by Jan. 13.
Transportation
Sign-up lists for transportation will
be posted In the El Table. Students
must sign up by Jan. 14, Iris Yan '72
in McAfee has more information
about the chartered bus transporta-
tion Ui Hanover.
Dartmouth will not accept partlul
room or board fees. Coeds may
transfer registration materials, how-
ever. The registration material In-
cludes the now-famous Dartmouth
ID card, which led to the arrest of
David Hoeh, chairman of the New
Hampshire delegation to the Demo-
cratic Convention in Chicago.
As Sarah points out, "Who knows
what yours may hold in store for
you?"




But myths exist about Biafra
also; and are apparently just as
widely-and intensely-held. For ex-
ample, Biafra, despite its citizens'
efforts to establish a separate state,
is simply not an economically vi-
able entity. The country has never
been able to support itself, and
has long depended on food imports.
Now, with war, the protein supply
has been effectively blockaded,
There are no imports. And, there
is no planting. Consequently, there
is starvation, of a scope and degree
unknown to most of the world, un-
less via newsfilms and journalists'
reports. In past months, death by
protein-starvation has reached esti-
mated total9 of up to 12,000 people
a day. To further threaten the sur-
vival of the Biafran quasi-nation,
there now looms the virtual des-
truction of the sole Biafran source
of carbohydrates, the yam crop.
Most of tho crop bus ulready been
consumed; even the seedlngs have
been used for sustenance.
The ubsence of carbohydrates Is
expected, understandably, to cause
an even greater number of deaths
by starvation. Whereas most citi-
zens between the ages of six and
50 could survive the protein de-
ficiency, which killed predominant-
ly infants, pregnant women, and
the aged; all ages will be uffected
by the carbohydrate blight.
Food-Food < miii II. t
Relief has never been a simple
matter of transporting food from
one country to another; the com-
battants have prohibited most re-
lief efforts, and what food had been
stored in various nrcus of the
country seldom reached the smull
villages, or the bush area, becuuse
of un absolute lack of mobility.
Where there were trucks, there
was no gasoline, or else a real
reluctance to expend materiel on
anything but the military effort.
Like the tribal intricacies, the
problem of relief becomes more
und moro Involved as tho war
runes. Hliifriins, fur themselves,
uro nut willing to i;lvu up ulr
Corridor upucc tu receive food pur-
ccls when they might Instcud be
provided with French armaments
and munition. Further, any interna-
tional relief agency food that passes
to Biafra through the Federal
State of Nigeria curries with It
the traditional spectre of poisoning.
Few lllufruns, even thuso slurvlng,
would touch food the enemy might
huve poisoned, rcgurtlloss of tho
chunuels uf its delivery.
Moro 1 li.iu Culorlos
The humanitarian efforts of the
churches, UNICEF, und several
other private organizations have
been minimized by the now serious
political implications. Terms of
settlement, at least for relief pur-
poses, that might huve been ac-
ceptable ii few months ugo, uro
no longer acceptable now, to cither
the Federal State leaders, or to
the Biafrans.
The Biafrans are motivated by
a belief that Is difficult to substan-
tiate, but nevertheless, widely-held
both in the country and abroad,
that any settlement that does not
recognize the secession as legal and
valid, will result in the wholesale
Vil Series to Study Crises
The Wellcsley Lecture Series
Committee will offer a program of
ten weekly discussions nt the local
high school. These lectures will be-
gin at 7:30 pm on Tuesday eve-
nings. A tuition fee of S20 is re-
quired; checks may be sent to the
Wellesley Adult Education Pro-
gram, 50 Rice Street, Wellesley.
The program schedule follows:
Jan. 14 — "The U.S. Postwar Real-
ity and the Postwar Generation"
with Donald Warwick, director of
the Comparative International
Program at Harvard University.
Jnn. 21 — "The Limits of Afflu-
ence: Poverty in America and the
World" with Stephen Thern-
strom, associate professor of his-
tory at Brandcis University.
Jan. 28 — "Race in America" with
John H. Cartwright, director of
the Afro-American Center at
Boston University.
Feb. 24 — "The Generation Gap"
with Shepard Ginandes, M.D.,
.
professor of adolescent psychia-
try at the Law-Medicine Institute
at Boston University.
Feb. 11 — Presentation and discus-
sion of Frederick Wisemun's film
"High School".
Feb. 25 — "Law, Order, and Vio-
lence in American Society" with
Everett E. Hagen, professor of
economics and political science
at MIT.
March 4 — "Suburbia as a Lever
of Change" with Lawrence
Fuchs, prtoftessTSr of American
civilization and politics at Bran-
dels University.
March 11 — "The Search for Mor-
ality and Meaning" with Harvey
Cox, professor of church and so-
ciety at Harvard Divinity School.
Maroh 18 — "The Power Elite Re-
visited" with James F. Breeden,
chairman of the United Front
Foundation, and the Commission
on Church and Race of the Mas-
sachusetts Council of Churches.
March 25 — "Facing the Future"
with Gar Alperovltz, co-director
of the Cambridge Institute.
slaughter of their people. There-
fore, any arrangement short of
recognition of the Biafran state,
Is unacceptable to them. Even a
temporary cease-fire, for purely
humanitarian purposes carries the
onus of forcing the Biafrans to
abandon their secession, and they
consequently refuse to participate.
The philosophy governing such a
decision is this: the Biafrans do' not
want to live if the conditions of
life will be as unpalatable to them
as they have been in the recent
months.
They are fighting, they believe,
for the very existence and survival
of their race, and its political vi-
ability. It Is, in the truest sense, a
revolution; and all Biafrans, the
leaders and their countrymen
alike, are fighting for self-deter-
mination.
In their view, the only alterna-
tive to such an identity is the ex-
tinction of the Ibo people. "So why
not fight if you are going to die
anyway," comments one native
Uiufrun, summing up, it seems the
sentiments of her fellow-country-
men,
Other Views
For the other nation* of the
world, however, the situation is
neither so "simple," nor so clearly
understood.
America foces the dllemna of the
rich country unable to sharc-the-
wcafjth becuuse of the political
and international implications. The
current Slutc Department policy
is a tacit diplomatic backing of the
British whose traditional colonial
l>olicy is to uid the North, hoping
to promote Nigerian unity in the
final analysis.
Hrituin is currently engaged in
debate alxiul whether or not to
Increase mililury uid to the Niger-
ians, us the Russluns huve recent-
ly slopi>cd up their armaments
supply to the North. Nevertheless,
American military aid is not in-
volved, at this time.
Pennies and Power
Hut government help, on a small
scale, has been purcellcd out, in
litimiinllurlun terms. Money has
been grunted to organizations that
arc supplying whatever food they
can transport to the war-torn na-
tion. These organizations, primari-
ly chureh,-supportcd, ure asking
now for more help, more money,
and more supplies.
Finally, they would ask for
America to exert sufllclcnt politi-
cal power to effect u ceuse-flre that
would ullow relief operations lo
reach tho countless millions now
untouched by their efforts.
The matter is not clearcut, how-
ever. In this October's hearings of
the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, members of Senator Eu-
gene McCarthy's subcommittee on
African affuirs heard testimony
from many sides of the now-com-
plicated humanitarian and political
issue. Senators Brooke und Ken-
nedy testified. So also did Mrs.
Shimony and Richard Henderson,
Yale's assoclute professor of an-
thropology. Representatives from
the several denominational and nat-
ional relief services spoke to the
Senate Committee, and were coun-
tered, in effect, by spokesmen from
the State Department.
Excerpts from these many pre-
sentations follow:
Sen. Edward Kennedy: "At stake
are human lives
. . . where des-
truction will burden the conscience
of Nigeria and all mankind for
generations lo come, unless some-
thing is done to save them.
"So let us use the mandatory
powers, the good offices, and ma-
chinery of the UN to help meet
the tragedy in Eastern Nigeria.
"Let the government of the
United States heed the historic
role of this nation and pursue in-
itiative through the UN with de-
termination and compassion."
Sen. Edward Brooke: "It can be
seen that the Ibo people, who com-
prise more than half of the popu-
lation of the Eastern region, have
legitimate cause for concern. But
... In their apprehension and
their isolation
. . . they have ex-
aggerated the dangers to them-
selves all out of proportion to the
fact.
"Genocide is not and never has
been a policy of the Nigerian gov-
ernment.
. . .
"We arc dealing with more than
a single crisis situation, however
wretched it may be. We are also
faced with a question of the ability
of the African states to deal with
internal conflict. Our aim should
be to bolster their capacity to cope
with suffering and strife
. . .
"It is questionable whether even
a humanitarian effort of this na-
tion in fact saves lives; it might
simply prolong the conflict. There
lies the stark dilemma. We must
do everything in our power to save
the innocent, but we must do it
in a way which facilitates, rather
than hinders, an end to the war."
Edward M. Kenney, Catholic Re-
lief Services: "The lives of men,
women, and children are more im-
portant than political or diplomatic
considerations."
David Scnblon, Friends Service
Committee: "Irrespective of the
military outcome of the present
civil war, there will remain a deep
problem of bitterness and separa-
tion of peoples."
Georco Houser, executive dlreo-
tor, American Committee on
Africa: "... the key question
which must be asked here is when
does something that seems to be a
purely domestic humanitarian prob-
lem become an international issue?
"It is a matter of international
concern at this point. Our govern-
ment has given money, and food,
yes; but it has taken no direct re-
sponsibility.
"We would like to see the gov-
ernment Involved in coordination
of American relief efforts, the pro-
vision of necessary supplies and
transport, and action to enable
greater UN involvement"
Mrs. Shimony: "Immediate steps
should be taken by the United
States and other nations to miti-
gate the tragedy of Biafra, not
only out of humanitarian concern
for the suffering there but because
of a realization that justice is
largely on the side of the Bia-
frans."
C. Robert Moore, Deputy As-
sistant to the Secretary of State
for African Affairs: "There is not
sufficient support at the present
time among the UN membership
for a useful consideration of this
question there. In view of so many
states the humanitarian and poli-
tical issues are so intertwined that
relatively few believe that one




. There would be no point
in UN action unless one could be
sure of sufficient support . . "
James H Meredith: Mr. Meredith
accused many of the witness of
"racism, disguised as humanitari-
anism," and commented, ''The
wave of the future hinges on the
resolution of the present Nigerian
civil war, and more Importantly,
on the manner in which is it re-
solved . . . There is no realistic
basis on which the rebels can jus-
tify the continuation of the seces-
sionist efforts," he added, express-
ing confidence in the present Niger-
ian Government and a wish for the
growth of their sense of manhood.
Tho Final Analysts
At present, the United States re-
mains the only great power that re-
tains flexibility for some Initiative.
There are obviously many pres-
sures pulling in many ways on sev-
eral people In Washington, and In
the United Nations.
The State Department alone, it
is reported, has received more mail
on the Biafran question than on
any other issue in Its history.
Many students and faculty at Wel-
lesley have engaged in a letter-
writing campaign to President-
elect Nixon, nnd to Senators Brooke
and Kennedy.
The "right" course, it seems, re-
niuins lost in the clamor of causes,
both political and humanitarian.
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Whyie Analyzes Last Landscape Rutgers Restructures University
< Mnrv Rnterllnc '70 on the llnknpp of smnll Rnnrr>Rby y E c
The Last Landscape. By William
H. Whyte. Doubleday & Co. 370
pp $6.05.
About 1890 the American fron-
tier closed. Yet only within the
last eight years have prophets of
doom been able to arouse Ameri-
cans against the rapid disappear-
ance of free space around cities as
roads, houses, shopping centers, In-
dustrial complexes, motels, schools,
porks, billboards, and cemeteries
compete for land.
"The land that Is still to be saved
will have lo be saved in the next
few years. Wo have no luxury of
choice. We must make our com-
mitments now and look to this
landscape as the last one," con-
cludes William Whyte in The Lost
I.nnriscapc. This conclusion, how-
ever, is somewhat misleading be-
cause Whyte is not a prophet of
doom. Instead he optimistically
declares of the metropolitan areas
"that they are going to look much
better, that they are going to be
much better places to live in, and
one of the reasons they are, is
that a lot more people are going
to be living in them."
Saving Open Spaces
The book is well-written and
well-documented with examples as
one might expect from Whyte's
credentials; the author of The Or-
ganization Man, he served on Pres-
ident Johnson's Task Force on Nat-
ural Beauty and wrote the proposal
later enacted by Congress as the
Urban Beautiflcation Program. Ex-
ploring the problems of open spnee,
he cites the devlsivcness between
people who live on tht open spaces
and those who plan Its use and the
differences In local tax bases. 'The
communities that already have fat
tax revenues are the ones that get
more industry and more taxes"; he
points out, "the communities that
have open space do not, and It is
tax revenues, not open space, that
they want."
Methods t o save open space
abound: zoning ordinances; pur-
chasing the land; purchasing and
lease-back; gifts; easements by
which the government purchases
the right of land to remain open
and undeveloped; and even "dirty
tricks" by which states enjoin land
surrounding open spaces. Attack-
ing the geometriclzcd patterns of
the many year 2000 plans which
have no relation to the ground it-
self or to the market forces, Whyte
favors close adherence to the pat-
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Compact Development
"Open space and development
are reciprocals; if we expect to
save much more open space In the
future, we are going to have to be
equally concerned with finding
more compact ways of developing
the space that has to be develop-
ed," Whyte declares. For the sub-
urbs Whyte advocates cluster de-
velopments and apartments.
Development of cities could be
achieved In two ways: by extend-
ing the present pattern and cov-
ering more land or by using less
land but Increasing Its carrying
capacity. Whyte does not rest his
case against decentralization on the
shortage of land because, accord-
ing to him, "There is none. . .
.
Expand the diameter of a metro-
politan area only a few miles and
enough land will be encompassed
to take care of a very large popu-
lation increase." Instead he points
out the Inefficiency of decentrali-
zation where transportation, utili-
ties, services become more expen-
sive.
Mass Convenience
Whyte contends that people live
In cities because "this is the best
way to make the most of oppor-
tunities, and the more accessible
the core, the more choice of op-
portunities there are, the more ac-
cess to skills, specialized service
and goods, and to jobs." Therefore,
the answer is crowding by raising
housing densities and by using
space now wasted or underused
through projects, like building
schools over subway storage yards.
Whyte may be right lhal some
people live In cities for conveni-
ence, but mnny city dwellers, no-
tably the masses In the slums, have
no chance to choose between the
convenience of the city and the
Inconvenience of the su' nrb.
Ignore* Problems
"There nre mnny things that I
do not go Into In this- lionk: mass
transportation, nip anil water pol-
lution, noise, the hnndllng of solid
wastes. 1 do not grapple with the
problem of the slums or of eco-
nomic growth. I do not do justice
to the Immensely important and
complex problems of governmental
machinery, or the ways these prob-
lems can be tackled In concert,
which assuredly they must bo,"
Whyte ndmlls In his Introduction.
Therein lies the problem; he does
not consider the major problems
of the city. In dealing with the
problems and solutions of beauti-
flcation, Whyte is impressive, but
when he turns to the city, he be-
comes idealistic.
by Betsy Bowman '71
Mini-courses, exploratory semes-
ters, the open college, Is this Wel-
lesley? Actually, these programs
are part of a series of radical re-
forms suggested In a 110 page re-
port "Reconstruction of an Ameri-
can College," written by Dr. War-
ren I. Susman, professor of history
at Rutgers College. Dr. Susman
was requested to conduct the study
by the dean of Rutgers last spring.
The report suggests possible re-
forms for Rutgers, but several of
the proposals deserve considera-
tion by other colleges, as well.
Dr. Susman states at the outset
that his report is not based on sci-
entific data and that perhaps many
of his suggestions arc not "prac-
tical." The report is highly per-
sonal, although It borrows ideas
from many other proposals at dif-
ferent colleges. Susman used some
750 books In Its preparation.
Exploration and the Four Schools
Susman's major and basic plan
calls first for the creation of four
different schools within the Uni-
versity: Schools of Scientific Stud-
ios, of Applied Scientific Studies,
of the Social Studies, and of the
Humanistic Studies. Incoming
freshmen would apply to one of
these schools and would live to-
gether In School dormitory groups
which would be advised by faculty
members and graduate students
within the School. He hopes that
this step would create closer stu-
dent-faculty ties. The first semes-
l<-r of fivshmnn year would be nn
PXIilowfnry one, where Instead of
Inking the traditional largo Intro-
ductory courses, freshman would
take n series of seven-week "mini"
courses designed to introduce an
area of study briefly and Interest-
ingly. Since he feels that the ma-
jor departments at Rutgers are
basically good, he suggests a
m lengthening of the major pro-
gram for uppei-classmen, but does
not feel Interdepartmental mnjors
should be discouraged.
In general, Susman urges the
creation of a more open, flexible
college. Proposals designed to In-
crease flexibility, include the aboli-
tion of all distribution require-
ments, except for n semester of
freshman English, reduction of the
presenl course load from five to
four courses n semeslor, replace-
ment of the present letter grad-
ing system with 3 grades—fall,
pass, nnd distinction—and the crea-
tion of a three to five year un-
dergraduate program, depending on
on individual's desires and needs.
In addition, he suggests the devel-
opment of 5 new programs within
the university, designed to reflect
current trends and interests. These
programs would concentrate on
Science and Society, Environmen-
tal Studies, Technology and the
Social Order, Communications, and
Studies In War and Peace. To di-
rect and solicit funds for the
changes suggested In the report,
Susman urges that a Council for
Educational Development be set
up. consisting of elected faculty
and student members. This group
would have considerable power over
the Implementation of various re-
forms.
Imnrovcmcnts, Adjustments
In the second part of the report,
Susmon ofTers Improvement sug-
gestions and readjustment Ideas for
programs and Institutions which al-
ready exist at Rutgers. A volun-
teer noprenticeship program would
give students a chance to "really"
work In their field. While students
already do significant work In their
majors, this program would facili-
tate action. A central Skills and
Testing Center would coordinate
testing programs and offer Instruc-
tion in certain skills like typing,
rapid reading and even basic com-
puter programming—skills that are
esscntlnl. but need not be given
credit. Physical education should
be placed on a volunteer basis.
Susman also suggests that teach-
ing could be Improved by many
changes. Faculty leaves for course
Improvement should be granted,
niiiTin-vlsunl aids should be used,
nnd more graduate students should
be given the opportunity to teach.
Reshaping of the curriculum b
y
each department could readjust the
number of students In each class.
The schedule be made more flexi-
ble with evening classes added and
perhaps no classes at all on Wed-
nesday. As well as the traditional
.Junior Year Abroad Rutgers should
offer a Junior Year at Home, in
which students could get credit for
attending another college or uni-
versity In the U.S. Susman main-
tains that Rutgers students are
very homogeneous and this pro-
gram would offer an alternative to
four years on the New Brunswick,
New Jersey campus.
The report finally suggests two
other special programs designed to
promote unity within and without
the University. Susman urges that
upperclassmen be required to take
part for two weeks every year In
a community service project. He
also proposes that every year the
university choose a topic which
would be studied by each depart-
ment and supplemented In extra-
curricular areas by outside speak-
ers, films and campus activities.
With such a common goal, Rut-
gers would become a united col-
lege, not Just a series of individual
departments.
Radical?
Susman's proposals are not radi-
cal, which is not to say that many
are not original. Many of his pro-
posals are already fact at Welles-
ley. Whether they can become fact
at Rutgers depends on Rutgers it-
self. Susman initially states that
some will think him overly opti-
mistic; perhaps this is the major
flaw of the report. His detailed
suggestions for procedure depend a
great deal on student and faculty
devotion and time. Reality or not,
the report Is a large and important
step for Rutgers. Implementation
of any of the proposals should
make Rutgers, as Susman con-
cludes In the report. "A little bet-
ter all the time!"
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(Continued from pnge 0)
from I he "struggle for human free-
dom."
According to this pamphlet,
"SDS completely opposes the US
Government's immoral, illegal and
genocldal war against the people
of Vietnam." They see the US
foreign policy "as part of a global
strategy for containing revolution-
ary change In the 'Third World"
nntlons of Asia, Africa and Latin
America." Imperialist aggression
is viewed as "the logical conclu-
sion of the giant US corporation's
expanding and necessary search
for higher profits and strategic re-
sources."
SDS also opposes the draft which
it sees as increasing the power of
Industry and the military, as well
as being "racist and anti-demo-
crntlc." Support is given to the
black liberation movement. SDS
sees the whites' role as confront-
ing institutional racism and help-
ing exploited whites.
In considering the working class,
SDS refuses to see a distinction
between white- and blue-collar
workers; both are exploited by
"corporate capitalism." The uni-
versity is seen as another oppres-
sive system. The booklet states,
"Neither the content of the educa-
tional process, nor the ends to
which our learning and resources
are directed, further the fulfill-
ment o f humane social needs.
Rather, the 'knowledge commodity
(ourselves and our work) is shaped
to further the production of waste,
social oppression and military de-
struction."
SDS at Wellesley
"Our organization here is just
embryonic," commented a Wolles-
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ley SDS member. She sees SDS
at Wellesley as a kind of blanket
organization, bringing together a
community of people with similar
interests. "Fundamentally the big
thing that SDS will be able to do,"
she feels, "is to make people aware
of things going on outside of Wel-
lesley; just as the fundamental aim
of the Movement is revolutionary
consciousness."
Looking at the dilemma of SDS
in general. Barbara Arnold '71 sta-
ted, "I think the Establishment is
working to make SDS a symbol
of all that they're afraid of. The
reason that people are so uptight
is that SDS is really .hitting at
core issues."
Oppression at Wellesley
Barbara found it difficult to de-
fine the basic goals of SDS. Us-
ing Wellesley as an example, she
explained, "People here are op-
pressed. To a certain extent that
sounds silly when people are dying
in Vietnam, when blacks are be-
ing shot on the streets. Yet peo-
ple here aren't developing to their
full potential."
"The purpose of Wellesley isn't
to educate people," she continued,
"it's to program them to fit into
certain slots In society, and one
of tbe reasons that people here
feel so threatened is that those
slots are being threatened, thfe
whole order is being threatened.
Vietnam is not an aberration; peo-
ple will not stand to be exploited
in the name of economics or Ideol-
ogy. ... I think people here would
really like to be educated, to learn
the potential they have for living
as alive, creative human beings."
Barbara feels that basically this
is the goal of SDS. "The core of
its philosophy," she said, "is that
by believing in people and thelr
capabllity to determine their own
environment, there is the potential
for creating the kind of world
where people can be educated.
. . .
As she says, "The prime revolu-
tionary aspiration is to free man
from alienation.'
"
'The whole thing about the
Movement is that you may find a
community," Barbara concluded.
However, she believes that before
a community Is possible the obvi-
ous Iniquities in our society must
be dealt with and that this is what
SDS Is trying to do now.
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The Reader Writes . . .
Wait a Minute .
.
.
(Continued from page 2)
of the students who seem to be
malingering with regard to course
studies are doing so because they
do not find that work as creatively
demanding — or as rewarding —
as outside activities. And I fear
that a good many who do attend
class and lurch through the assign-
ments don't have their hearts In
the work.
Why should this be so? Who
should be responsible for finding a
cure? Ideally, of course, the stu-
dents should make demands upon
themselves, upon their professors
and upon the material they ore
studying. If this principle of bel-
ligerent Inquiry operated at Wel-
lesley (as some contend it would
If there were more men In class)
the problem of Intellectual stagna-
tion In the classroom would be
much less acute. As It is, every
student has had classes In which
everyone busies herself with mind-
lessly transcribing the professors'
lecture. The greatest problem Is
that this kind of behavior has be-
come the norm, and the professor
who does want his students to use
their Imagination often has a ter-
rible time eliciting any response
whatever.
Judgement
At least a partial solution to the
"apathy" situation I have just des-
cribed would be to find a way to
make classroom learning a crea-
tive experience, rivalling the chal-
lenging aspects of outside activities.
The initial burden Is on the pro-
fessor, of course. In that he must
make it known that he welcomes
debate. In addition, it would help
if he were to make conscious dis-
tinction (aloud) between opinion
and fact; he could, for Instance,
voice his judgement of students
who transcribe his every opinion
as If it were a gilt-edged Truth.
All this seems so obvious that I
feel rather foolish writing it down.
Yet it is wonderful when a profes-
sor — In the spirit of truly coop-
erative intellectual inquiry — asks
for student contribution to the body
of opinion that makes up so much
of what we cull "knowledge".
What this seems to boll down to
is a problem of attitude. A number
of professors — perhaps remem-
bering their own undergraduate
days — seem to hold the intellec-
tual capacity of undergraduates in
rather low esteem. These people
have evidently forgotten the old
suw Ihut "the more one expects of
an individual, the more he is like-
ly to give". The attitude that un-
dergraduates are capable of only
limited achievement Is a direct
cause of the intellectual stagna-
tion which Mr. Goldman complains
of encountering. There is one de-
partment at Wellesley, for ex-
ample, which will not allow stu-
dents to undcrtuke 370 work in the
senior years for the reason — as
I understand it — that four years
of study have not equipped the
student well enough to do com-
petent honors research. As I com-
prehend the 370 program, the aim
is not so mucli to produce a num-
ber of joint PhD theses as to ac-
quaint students with the ways of
going about such a project, and to
give them on honorable outlet for
creative scholarship (on whatever
primitive level) and reason for In-
tellectual self-respect. These are
important things.
Let me finish by saying that I
regret the intellectual lassitude at
Wellesley these days as much as
Mr. Goldman does. It is discoura-
ging to sit In class with people who
won't contribute any thoughts be-
cause they think they can't, while
those who might contribute are
likely to bo out working for some
cause or other. And in this age
when students want so badly to be
creatively involved In educating
themselves (and the rest of so-
ciety), such an attitude towards
scholarship seems queerly contra-
dictory. Wellesley need not "fall
back into the old flnlslung school
mold" if we will thoughtfully con-
sider the nature of educational ex-
perience, and miike sure this ex-
perience lives up to the rest of the
experiences to be liad In 1908.
Sincerely,
Virginia S. Blankenhorn '69
A Larger Problem
To the editor:
(In Answer to Mr. Goldmun's Let-
ter of Dec. 5, 1968.)
The present generation of stu-
dents is afraid of the tendency of
formal education to produce stag-
nant intellectuals. We fear the in-
adequacy of an "ivory tower" in-
tellectual whose thought paralyzes
action. An easy retreat into the
closed system of ucudemla or an
escape Into domestic oblivion Is an
abuse of educutlon. In rcuction to
this reul or Imagined ubuse stu-
dents ure driven to "participate In
life." They are impatient to act,
to influence, and to think at the
same time. Are these modes in-
compatible? They're not, but on
the undergraduate level their re-
conciliation muy be ii messy, (lull-
ing process.
To usslst these students, teach-
ers who ure committed to (ormul
education, should attempt to define
it, as it operates now at Wellesley
or for the sake of ease and clarity,
as it operated In the recent past.
Definition would help the students
to reconsider formal education and
to distinguish between It and Its
uhiisc-lmnRe. To define formal edu-
cation would be to force the stu-
dents into a conscious serious ac-
ceptance or rejection. Acceptance
insures better scholars of the pres-
ent mode; rejection forces the stu-
dent to construct an alternative.
Well thought-out evaluation of an
institution, of u system, subsani-
uled by uctlon is the intelltctuul
uchlovement.
If the student rejects formul edu-
cation or if she accepts It and re-
jects the possibility of realizing it
at Wellesley, then it is not for
teacher nor for fellow-student to
pass judgment on her. However if
she accepts formal education as it
Is now ut Wellesley, with the hope
of stretching Its possibilities, of re-
defining It, then I believe she lias
the responsibility to reullzo this
commitment In the clussroom.
But why talk about commit-
ment, responsibility, and obligation
when they can only result from In-
nermost preference and attraction
to the Idcnl of formul education?
Why dots Mr. Goldman, who en-
dorses formal (.'(Incut lull and thu
wuy of life it entails, spouk In
terms of "suci'lllce"? lie must fol-
low the ucudcmlc wuy of life be-
cuuse he wants to, rather than
committing himself to un artificial-
ly superimposed duty, otherwise he
wouldn't be as successful as he is.
Why is it that the students arc
leaving the campus in hordes, for
it duy, a week, or forever? Why Is
It (hut their priority systems fa-
vor experiences outside the class-
room? Isn't it this very feeling
that staying at Wellesley entails
sacrifice? A negative sacrifice?
This exodus may be the internal
reaction to the feeling that Welles-
ley Is the "finishing school" for
pedant-Intellectuals or otherwise
limited Individuals.
The female who deeply feels,
fully thinks and acts upon her
thinking, and then communicates
to others and Influences them is a
rare being. Students are prone to
harshly judge anyone less as in-
sensitive, stupid, dull, or even worse
as non-"relevant." Non-relevancy is
seen as the current evil on the
Wellesley campus and the students
ure running away, from it. Lot's In-
vestigate what a formal education
is and determine whether or not
it can provide students with a feel-
ing other than that of sacrifice.
The possibilities and the projec-
tions I have been talking about
that might result from a definition,
u clarification of what formal edu-
cation was in the last generation,
overwhelm me. Mr. Goldman and
his contemporaries can provide the
present generation of students
with such information. I know I
need just such a sounding board
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The Reader Writes . . .
One More 6Yes'
To the editor:
After reading the Special Edu-
trated sense of being a victim of
the absurd. Unhappily I found no
such convincing reason. So I am
average faculty salaries to 4,666.66 stm persuaded that changes In the
dollars a month on a 9-month parking regulations could and
basis, should be made.
(5) In order to promote good Town- In the first place, there are al-
cation supplement in the last issue Gown relationships open the Fac- ways cars parked in front of the
of News and talking to students ulty Club to residents of Wellesley dorms. Dates, friends, mothers,
around the campus, I am ama/ed whose Income exceeds 100,000 dol- faculty guests, telephone repalr-
and discouraged at the lack of act- lars a year, to anyone in the nation men — all park, Intelligently
Ive support for coeducation. The whose income exceeds 500,000 dol- enough, as close to their destination
supplement fails to get at the heart lars, and to Jackie Onassis and her as possible. In every case except
of the problem burying its only con- husband. Run the club at exorbi- Severence and Tower, this means
structive plans for coeducation in tant profits to endow college schol- right in front of the door. Admit-
an article defining all sorts of arships for the faculty children, and tedly n fire truck would huve a
changes, and falling to determine to provide for increased Life Insur- hard time getting to McAfee; but
the degree of student support ancc and medical benefits for the on the other hand I do hope that
through an article Including only faculty, whose rate of morbidity is »• tne event of a fire the dorm
the glib comments of a few seniors, likely to increase measurably would have been evacuated of Its
The only forceful opinion on the through alcoholism, gout, and inhabitants, including car owners,
subject is delivered by Mr. Lester, drowning from fast yachts. So 1 still don't see why I can't pick
who has, in recent issues, construe- (6) In order to preserve forever "P mv own suitcase. I was inter-
tcd an excellent argument for co- the beauty of Uie campus, have it cslC(1 *» lcnrn tnnt 1 C"" 1 '1 obtain a
education. classified ob a wilderness area, the peiitill lo do it from Mrs. Carter,
We must not use our MIT affll- kind that practicnlly only the slnff which Ir line ns long no all my
iation to stave off a more lmpor- of the National Pai'Ju Admlnlslrn- l ,ln "s llrf
"'ways made between
tant experience. The education op- tlon and the charter members of C 'K ' U nl" 1 nvo' M"" ,ln y <> Friday,
portunitles afforded by the MIT the Audubon Society are allowed Mr*- Marsh wondered how "tern-
experiment are extremely valuable, to visit and over which airplanes P<> ni .v" could be defined. Why
but they certainly do not constitute are not allowed to fly. Dormitories couldn't Wellesley adopt the sys-
effective coeducation. would be made into communes for ,cm somo cities use for snow re-
For a more meaningful cduca- the faculty. Administrative build- niovnl: lag n car with the hour
tion, for four years of growth in an tags would be allowed to gracefully l,,pn ,!,vo " n "ckel If It's
atmosphere more similar lo the life age and decay to ndd to Iho roman- 81111 lw" hf»urn Inter. Such a
for which we are preparing, we tic nppenranco of the campus, Tho "3"*I<»iii wiiiilil allow for many of
must have coeducation. Therefore, I library would bo donated lo tho ."" "'!" 1 v"™ 1,1 '"V ,nHl lo,,° 1
'
come out in grateful and strong town of Wellesley in order that Its
"J"
"'""''I Kiinid ngiihiHl girls' slm-
support of Mr. Lester's ideas, and maintenance cease being a burden ' ,ly l ,mlfl "R Uielr enr forever away
plead with others who feel this to the college. f""" lhe,r <*ss\Kned space.
(7) To further facilitate the pur- Vm afraid I can't go along with
suit of pure research by the faculty, ner analogy to the city-dweller. I
make the greenhouse into an ex- scc no virtue in Imagining for our-
perlmenlnl horticultural station de- selves problems which In fad do
/In tho Mnslhontl? volC(l t() 11,0 Improvement of mnrl- ""' rxM - Wo ,l" ""' "ve In avsii uiv iHU9iiM,uu<
Juaim nml iieyote, the fncully seiv- ';'<'wdo(l oily nor do jinikhtg con-
log as Guinea Pigs to test the prod- (llll, '" s "•"•"'< pnmpiw (I menu
really, not as reflected In the reg-




If this keeps up I will ask to be uct.
put on the masthead as a guest (8) The Informal but Rcprcscnta- ull,ll»»*> resemble those of Hie
correspondent. My message for the tivc Committee of One to Study the clly - Dul lf 1 <lld ,lvc ln Bos'on I
week is an attempt to correct what Problem demands that this plan woul<l certainly, as you suggest,
I may have said in an interview take effect on December 15 The nrranSe for a permanent space
concerning the effect of rising Committee would be glad to go on whcre,ver I could; but I would also
prices. I have been talking so much n hunger strike over tho Issue. , 1 frcc to nQrk ns closo to mv
lately that I may have said every- HowCver the Committee cannot do u,m .e
,
ns 1 »"M K 1 wnnted, say,
thing I was reported to have said so; j t is „iready starving! 1 I{ *omPllllnK "!»
i.e. "the economy coidd crash" and ' For the I.H.R.C.O.S.P., 1 should like to suggest that the
that "Nixon could increase taxes." J. Regnler College dy lolling students use
However now that I have been si- Associate Professor of Geology lnc' 1' 'llscrellon nbout where to
lent for a few days, I am a little p.s. The Committee has entertain- nnrk ' always keeping in mind that
overwhelmed at the sweeping na- ^ the motion that faculty posts thcre are 1700 of us . and see
ture of such statements as I am a t Wellesley be made hereditary whether the anarchy the regula-
surc my colleagues were. Thus I |n order to avoid the time invested tions scem designed to guard
do not believe that Nixon will in- and the agony over decisions which nKn,ns * renlly results. If It docs
crease taxes; what I hope I said thc replacement of fncully entails. hp" ! "h" ""'"^ change my opln-
was that he would probably have Further deliberations of the Com- ""V Wollrsley girls Inlelllgeneo
to maintain the 10 per cent surtax mlllcc wln 0P lloceS8liry |)Pfolo „ '"" niiologl/e lo Iho Tmlllc Con-




over, the likelihood of thc economy tractive motion can be arrived at. ,h0"8,,ls - Bu» 1 <*° '">' believe It






are many things that I worry about under (5) above the president of h„S.I, - ^ f?r
when I go to bed at night, but for- ^ Unlted states would ^ barred J"
u
.
s response. I am only














n,„l „ lir park ng «Usi « *3SClub unless he happcne<l to bo a
legal resident of Wellesley. After
a brief deliberation thc Committee
ill necessary.
decided that it's just too bad, but
rules are rules, red tape is red tape,
ReSOrt tO ReSOrt? and thorc would be no point to in-
telligent regulations if exceptions
To the editor: were aHo^d.
A recent report of the Wellesley P.P.P .S . It gocs wIthoutM , that
Chapter Of the AAU American grQms mM bo sought {mm t|)e
AssociaUon of University Profes- Ford Foundation, or other descrv-
.rs). showed that among the
, Foundation, to pay the salaries
Heven Sisters, Wellesley College
„ f pu ,,„clly nil(1 Uml (lf lho ,„um.bad the largest endowment per uor
faculty member, and the lowest '
I acuity salaries. The result of this r. • • jj
il plorable situation Is that Welles- UriVltlQ AlOllg . . .
: y College is losing its best faculty To ,he ed„or .
I- competing institutions. T appreciate Mrs. Marsh's cour-
I quickly constituted an Informal
,csy in anawcrInR my Iettcr nnrt
it Representative Committee of rom , „„ mc , ,
One to Study the Problem During |0 „„„ „ f()r lmm
*
.oc long sleepless night the Com- wn,cll W()lll(1 lcsspn fnw.
nilttec unanimously approved thc




Emergency loans are availablo at





Wellesley Sq. CE S-3603
Across from the South Shore
National Bank







Earn money on your spare time,




Wellesley Hills CE 6-0047
Friday & Snturday Eves at
0:30 Si 0
Siinilny rontlniioim from 6:80
Other P.venlnirs nt 8
NOW I Ends TUESDAY Dec. 17
Alan Arkln in
"THE HEART IS A
LONELY HUNTEB"










ll) Dismiss all students (most of
them do not like the way things
ore run here, anyway).
(2)Dlsmlss all staff except for one
plumber and the Director of Pub-
licity. Keep thc Board of Trustees,
however; they should be good for
one good party a year, given In the
Presidential Palace.
(3) Reduce the faculty to 100 by
getting rid of some of the non-
tenure people. This would accom-
plish two important objectives: one,
it would raise the share of endow-
ment per faculty member to 700,
000 dollars; two, it would Bimpllfy
the arithmetic.
«4) Invest the endowment in Mu-
tual Funds shares, the kind that
guarantees a return of 6%. This
would make it possible to raise
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
. . . ROUND TRIP ONLY . . .
N. Y. - LONDON— $200





For Information and Reservations,
Call: UN 4-3764 (evenings)
Blow Yourself
Up TO POSTER SIZE
2 Ft.x3 Ft.
Stnd •»! Iltck and '
Photo. Alio any ntinp
Wtiili oi Coloi
i jptr or mif*-
»t photo. Wl ..II if nd ,'ow « 1 ft.
(L perfect pop ait pottci.
*350A $25.00Value (or
Fraa» lor 2il ft. Postir only S3.50
I X 4 Ft. BL0-UP '7"
d mn.iid in iturdr
"safi
PoiUr I nil. d
tubt. Oilflntl i.turn.d 11
Add 10c loi pottato and handlint
for EACH Uarn ordtrtd. Add local
lain T.i. No CO D.
SINO CHICK, CASH or MO •«
PHOTO POSTER
110 E. 23.-d SI., Otpl 895
»!• Tut, N T. 10010
C»n«t. Mlri.vn'i] /,. j, i.; i.
Ski Instructors
Weekend poaltlons available for
klen to lnatrnct high school
boys and girls. Prior bostruoUon
experience not required. Good





P.O. Box 1140, Plttafleld. Mfaia.







Passport Photos pins Photon V ip |AppUcaUons, Licenses, etc. 1





Stay at oar luxurious clnb lodge
— near Sogarbash, Stowe, K111-
lngton. Save on lodging, trans-
portation, food, entertainment.
Sauna, solarium, massager,
whirlpool, turklsb bath, bar,








0"0».T. Filing. In THI Oaiimint
for the nearness of you
You're sure ofyourself when you have
Bidette. Here is a aolt, sale cloth, pre-
moistened with soothing lotion, that
cleans and refreshes. ..swiltly banishes
odor and discomfort.
Use Bidette for intimate cleanliness
at work, at bedtime, during menstrua-
tion, while traveling, or whenever
weather stress or activity creates the
need for reassurance.
Ask for individually (oil-wrapped,
disposable Bidette in the new easy-to-
open fanfolded towelettes...at your
drugstore in one dozen and economy
packages. For lovely re-fillable Purse-
Pack -with 3 Bidette and literature,
•end 2St with coupon.
(3
run BJ,u,
your parte, jou ntei
•mr be Li ietbi
I Vcaon Dnl Predocl. Corp.
Droi. JH, P.O. Bo. HOC,
I ci.O.Na«Tack.H.T.10M'
I iaila.1 xsa w ce»n r-=«"r«
m* kaailUf- Saad Bliatta
tvittk. Maolaa tai Ulmlm.
Otf-
Oal
